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CHAPTER I

j .

THE ADMINISTRATOR'S ROLE IN THE EDUCATIONAL CHANGE PROCESS

Introduction ,

A 2.c
.

Alailemma exists concerning public education's role in bringing but
,

change within our social system. Should schools reflect .the philosophies of

the majority within a community, state or,the nation1or should they be instru-

f

ments to bring about change Within the system or even in changing the structure

of the system itself? In the past, the role of the public schools shas generally vs

been merely, the-reflection of the majority within its community whether this

reflyction was religion, politics or whatever. This view was accepted by(both

educators andthe public alike.

Changes.seem to be taking place not Only among educators 'mit also within

-the public% Rairly does anyone go so far as seeing the schools taking the role

of changing the social structure they do see the schools taking the vital
...

.

.

4 , ...,

function of leadership,,thus, bringing about .important social changes within
. .

he,existing social system. In the past, this fUnction was e prerog4tive .,

f .. -

of higheeducation,but now it is startingto seep into the secondary and

elementary level of our'pub1i6 educational systems.

' !
.

Certain gonservative elements see this as a cause of great concern while

This
i.. ..

most progressive groups applaud this change indirection. This is not a rapid
.' r

. .

overnight .change but it is slowly beginningto permeate throughoit most of the

.-4.
- -system. Such a change in 900 definition, in itself, is,n9, ther-good nor bad,

. # . . .

. 1
. ,because .the school mala,,be an @xtremely powerful force in,bri q about desir- n

able as well as undesirable change.

In redefining, this role it will be important that\tie schools restructure

their systems for obtaining information .used in decisiorrmaking. John I.
y , s. ,

r../
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A

Goodlad (19731 advoCates, in_order:to satisfy the different realmst.of decision

'Making which will become a part of the role Of the schools., that, differing data

sotirces must be brought into play f6r finding new solutions to problems. He

suggests that educational institutions tehd to draw their data frOM the safety
/

of conventional wisdom, that schools are conservat%vely oriented; and that

4

Most controversial and potent thruSt8 of innovations are blunted.

Education has been geherally conservative, and.slow to change when com-

pared to other disciplines. McMurrin 41969) ;indicates thiS is'-due to the

natural!conservativeness of social institutions, of this nature. Rogers, and

Shoemaker (1971) indicate that this has been changing recently due to the fact t

that society, in general,ais more open tochange.and that resources are now

available (still on a somewhat limited scale) to encourage change and innova,-

tion in education, They pointed this out by the increase in the adoption 9f

three 'educatiOnal innovations: (1) Kindergarten, (2) Driver training and

(3) Modern math in three different periods of time. This decrease lin the time

to accept education innovations may illustrate that society is more willing to

accept change and that the schools are merely reflecting major society.

'

There are some indications that rapid acceptance of change may notalways

lead to lasting and desired change. There ins little empirical evidence;
.AL

however, to substantiate this in education. In an example.used by Roger and

Shoemaker (1971), even though kindergartens were slow t0.be accepted, once

'initiated they-generally have for the most part lasted'as an integral part of

the school system.' A great many teachers, parents and schools are not satisfied,

with the new mathematics and are ueverting to the more traditioial methods.

This may be due to 'the fact that adequate in-service instruction was not pro-
.

vided for theotethers, thus, creating frustration.

A

4
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ft.ihnovation and rts'14-a4tionship to the Goal and Objective of Education
-

,.
.

There isan unending controversy regarding the goals and ob)ectives. of
.

the educational system. xtrelnisteineither direcion can be found in almost

any program within the schools. There 'are advocates of only the "3R's" and

advocates of the completely "humanistic' program. Some would-havethe schools'

rigidly structured with no input by students, while others stress the wily way

a person learns is with complete freedom to choose not only the way in which he

' learns what he learns, but also whether or not he needs,to learn at all. A

complete range of opinions is found among educators apd lay citizens in the com-

munity. Generally, a larger percentage of the educators rather than other

citizens would favor more progressive goals of learning, but this varies from

group to group. Those persons faNibring the more progressive goals are 'usuallY.

j;"etter educated and upper middle classy Americans; however, there is such a wide

variation that generalizations, here,' may even be dangerous.

Such controversy over the purposes of the educational system are healthy.

Without differences of opinion our schools would become stagnant and fail to
,

meet the needs of our ever-changing society. It would also lead to control by

a very few who would be able to indoctrinate the youth to their philosophies

and, thus, in a generation have one basic philosophy in complete control of the

social system.

The American society is at a point in time when extremely important deci-

sionls concerning the future and direction of education must be made. Sterling

M, FILMurrin (1969) in Schools and the Challenge of Innovation, stated,"But if

many.of these decisions are to be made in the future - the very near futUre at

least one major.decision mustbe made now. It is the decision on whether to

cling to thpitestablished educational habits and customs and thereby perpetuate
114

MI

4
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the pat Or seize the opportunities Of the preLent to break through those

1 4
habits and customs and move in new,directions."

In any discussions of purpoSes and goals of education Nit is important to

know briefly.What is involved. The purposes refer to (1) the individual, (2)
4.

-

the society and CALthe cultures. he goals are usually found' in either the

(1) cognitive nature, or (2) affective domains (McMurrin, 1969).
I

In America the individual is the.focus of our culture and society.. An

t.

opportunity is provideMor individual achievement, Educatiop is generally

thought of as one of the most appropriate ways for achieirement by the indivi-.

dual. The school should produce an individual that Is hot only self-sufficient

.

economically in the society liqut alb() one that, as a result of his education,

can find self - satisfaction in his purSuits.

Our educational system should perpetuate a society which iS generally _

free.in order that the individual may_progress and attain his goals. It should

also perpetuate the culture and heritage of its people..
3

The schoolsare,concerned primar* y withtwo major types of learni, the

cognitive and the affecViare. The cognitive domlin usuAly involves the sklils

of achievement and the ability to communicate for the individual. It involves

both sensory knowledge and/abstract thought. The affective is,concerned with

. the feelings and attitudes an individual forms both abou himself and about his

fellow being.- Gunsberg (1973), in a lecture presented at Ohio State University,

indicated that,except for an athletic activity, -tnerican schools have concen-.

trated almost exClUsively on the development*of cognitive skills, and that they

i

' are behind in their efforts to identify, train or reward young people with
, t

potential for superior performance in non academic, non-athletic pursuits..

In order for the educational reformer to be successful,he must not be so

okastically different that Society will listen -o him and fail to accept

9
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t

his viewpdints. Brentigi (19735 suggests thain'order.to survywe in educational

*

and, political change', it is-necessary to have'. what may be thought of as map

of the territory, together with~ some notion of the desirable direction and.

availa6M-paths. The reformer should also be aegaTe Of the practicality and
I

applicability of reforms he.advocates. Most of the present literatore does not

reflect this concern. In a review of the literaturelon training and change,

Maurice Oliver (1971) indicates that it contained little, that was relAable and

dependableifor use by the practicing school adMinistrator in the asks of admini-'

stering for change.., It is extremely important that those persons advocating

educational change have clearly in mind the goal of society before attempting

to initiate change in the schools. It should also be kept in mind that change

Tor just the sake of change should be:avoided at all cost. .Only those'chafftges

which have been carefully studied and that will help meet the purposes and
. .

objectives of tne educational systems should be undertaken),

factors Affecting Etlucational Change

There are a number of variables wh ch will affect the type and amount of

change which will occur in our public educational systems. Subh forces can be

found both inside and outside of the formal structure. Those from within will

be discussed first.

. .i

Within the. School.. Schoqlglistricts in America differ greatly and an
,-/- .- 4

'..-
.

exception can be found to any generalized discussion concerning them. They

/ range Oom largeurban and suburban school districts with thousands of. students
,/

and Numerous schools to extremely isolated one room schools with few students.0

-Many of-the 'same fdrces which affect acceptance or rejection of change act

within each district.

a

.
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'First, one must 166k. at the system and those people which make up the
ti

system.in predicting acceptability of change. Persons with larger amounts of
.

beducation and higher socio-economic leVels are generally more willing to
. 4

accept change than those with loweelevels of education and socio-economic

status. Resourbes available to the district are extremely important4 Those

,'
districts having difficulty meeting p rollsand obtaining adequate.supplies

.
and equipment are not likely to be inno

. ,

resources and supplies will be more willing to initiate change. ,Thip is evi-

ive while' those districts with ample

dent among the stA. Those states prov,iding:more resources for the schoolst

are more likely to have schools with chahging, dynami programs, With some of

the more recent court rulings concerning equalization of educational resources

4within a state we will probably see more equalizatEpn of innovativeness among

schools. There is a.danger of-bringing the more resourceful districts) down to
..-."

o

the average and thus- destroying their ability to innovate. Yt is hoped that

new state funding formulas will reward the district that is willing totry

new ideas. In the past, th4 urban and suburban districts have been able to pay

higher salaTies and, thus, attract the more nnovative'llype of administrator

and teacher. Usually, those with higher_levels of education left )he rural' areas.

0Hopefully, any neW funding formulas, brought abOUt'as a result of the court,

rulings, will makp special alloWences,for necessary small schools in order to':

alleviate this discrepancy.

O'Fallen, oak and Dale (1973) found that tall schools have been slow to

respond to changing societaf needs because (1) of-their Dilation, geograhi-

.
. . ,

,.,e1 and otherwlse; (2) their smallness leaves little flexibility. to 'innovate
t

and explore; (3) stuffing patterns are'aimed at recruitment from within the
,

',community; and (4) information and communication are focused on local rather

than oosmopolitan sources:

S

I
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. .. - . .....;yr- : , .
, . ,

The lack of knOwledge' a nt0s10.11s'Orinlivideals withinra system-manyEtite%.
. .

,1
.

- .

. actsas a,detexrenl.to change ImniS writings on educational programs in
,

. ;
. ,$,. ,.

v.-, . .

devseloping countrieg 1Pk-t,, Bra 41973,tnelioated that the general lack ofI .
.

t .. NI- i'- ..1
Lilt . . .

knowledge'aMong pl-actltioners'and educators concerning the how and whyof
'''...... ...

*
or/anizational,behavior:if the result'of a lack of sensitivity on the part of 1,

e administratorV and anners to the orgAnizafional aspects_pf,technitqal

down planned chang6.

The school adRinis ators play a big role in enCouraging change within
to - 0

schools. IS theyare operi and reward thoge teachers'who properly planand

agfristance, will slo

I
initiate change, change is more ikketito.occur. If change is discoUraged,

.,

.

f

the....i.nnovative teacher will either Itave thpsystem or becOme more like the
. ..,

.
..

traditional teacher
-_,

in order to survive within the e(system. Th community
.

4
O

s ..
often'looks tb the administrator for leadership in br.inging about change.

. 5..

..
, f ,

Robert H. Anderson (1973) when discussing "Open education" ail the principal's

a

.
. .

.
.

..role made the followNg statement: "Public receptivity to open education, as a
..--

specific exampof_school reform hias sometimes been lesethan enthilsiastic',

for this reason; the would-4)e progre ive,schck principal faces a challenging

task,of inquiry, information, persuas on_and affirmative action.---It follows

then that unless principals do commit themselves to the cause of open edkication,
... ....

.. 4
. .

. ,

that cause may not flourish'. Leership in
r

platninq, provisioning, and mote-
.

.

.

,

ipaginative exploitation of-the school', physical environment is one of'the

4
important contributions a principal can make-.".

.

,o--.
- a

As was mentioned earlier .the key to acceptance or,rjection of an innOva-
, .

tion is the individual. Individuals have,been divided intofiVe Categprieg,,
AO

/ .

based upon their willingness to accept change. .These adoptor -categories are

(1) innovators, (2) early adoptors, (3) early majority,"(4) late majority and

.

t
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. . .

.. . .

. (5) laggards, School administrators
,

could also be classified in the saMe 11,

. .
..- categories depending upon'their willingness r accept change.

-

.

,

--. ,

It should be stressed that social organizations', such as schools, are made

. up of many individuals and that for innovations to Yee totally accepted group

_decisions must be made. Professional educators a

accept the deciltn of uthority,,and they want be a

lling to

he decisgn

making process at all stages. Many innovations in scools reguire.a group

commitment and will not survive if not acoeipted by all. In such an'organiza- '

tionpacceptance of changeis mere complicated and the prOcv itself needs'to
.. -

be carefu planned.
.

. .

the Community. 'The c ommunity in this sense may include-the localWithi
:41

n

school ar , didtridt,,state, or larger geo phiC area such as the nation.

There .is a movemenit.in education today with many groups and'lotal communities

demanding more local control of their ''.61-1ools and yet desiring snore resources
,

I h
.

from the state,and national sources.l.As more monies come fromaway from they ,

local community for. support of the schools) with it 1111 gone a type of control
. .

which may influence the changes which take place within the Dotal schobl.-

:The community characteristics which influence change are cloaly related

to charaFterisAPcs of individuals which influence change. Thus, communities
.-+

with higher levels of education and socio-economic status will be. ilipre likely

to accept change. Communi4iet that are more cosmopolitan in nature will be
aA

more willing to accept innovation within the schools. Communities with these

characteristics Will not'Only be more willing to accept such change but will

demand that improvements' be made and that the schools be a dynamic force in

'the'sgti'al structure.
' i4

Extremes of social, unrest within a community mayeid some cases, act as

a 'deterrent to change. When schmi administrators are found to have locked



cs.

gates.at the schools and police in the halls to43rotect the students, sta f
S.

Tic ly property, it is extremely difficult to hav,a viable educational program.
(

It is iriportant that there be dialogue between the community and school per-

9

sonnel and in some cased there may be confrontation, This confrontation should

not
k
be destructive in nature but that which can be solved at the negotiating

table or the pollAng place during school board eleCtions..

Generally, in the past, school board members have represented the power

structure in the community or-special interest groups. Such persons were

content to maintain the status quo in the schools. State legislatures often

represent .the same groups 'of people. 44.If others., in the various communities,

want more of a voice in wh'4 happens in the schools they must work withiln; the

41%.,

system and have representation on'both local and state legislativesandioolicy

making bodies. This change is beginning to take place in wale communities,

makipg.the schools and +e susceptible to changes desired by the majority of

people living with'. the school district. This may not always be advantageous

for the s ools. A great many school districts in retirement communities are

pl
in ser ous financial trouble and Unable to provide adequate educational pro-

grams due to the conservative nature of the constituents.

Admin/ttration. 'If the teachers in an organization faillo see the need4

for change or do not have the abAkrty to initiate and carry out.ohange then

there is-little likelihood clang will take place. This itS true'at all levels

of administration, from the superintendent and his staff at the centlal office

down to the principal at the,individual school or building level. Their
V

*approval is needed for much progress to take place. The mere fart that an

administrator does not encourage innovation indicates that he endorses the

traditional program already in existence. Inactivity may be as detrimental to

change as a strong stand against change itself. The administrator may either
,

0

4
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.

introduce'change himself or act as a facilitator'in the encouragement of teachers

or students in such an introduction.

The present day role of the school adminiftrator is being Seriously

questioned by many groups and individuals at this time. Teachers often see

administrators as too far removed from the instruction and concerned primarily

with "efficient management.;' Many times the goals of management may differ

from those of'the teacher or student in the class room. Quite often the main

concern of the administrator may be that pf someone who doesn't "rock the

boat." He may view the teacher who is trying to develop a more progressive

education orggiram as a 'trouble'maker. It ehOuld be said, in the administra-

tors' defense, that not all of them fit such 'a mold. Enough do, however, to '

cause some serious concerns in the minds of many about what should be the true

role of the school administrator and, in some casesK if the administrators

.1 J.
should 'even continue to exist.

In an attempt to establish a hierarchical order of purpo'se for the

'elemeXary school principal, Gallo (1913) proposes the following: (1) clinical

supervision for the improvement of-insttuction, (2) professional dialogue with

staff in the pldnning of curriculum and the implementation of curriculum pro-

grams, and (3) management function. Because these functions art not performed

in the above order and often the management function is given highest pric4ity,
-

many people are beginning to,advocate Min abolishmeilt of the building principal:
,

All too-often the. administrative role is that of gatekeeper and the gate

has been closed to desired changes in education. Change will occur only when

the administratOr perceives a need for'change and sees himself as having he

power to bring about the change. (Reynolds, 1967)

a

_.
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The administration and teachers need to work together as a team if

&sired educational change is to,take plaCe. Eackimutt have input into such

change at all stagd6 of its deelopment, at-the conceptual, planning, as well

S

as initiation, and implementation phOes.

Role of the dmmunity. '161ec'ae-lin the midst of an extremely serious

-controversy1today concerning the role of the community, in our public schools.

There little indication thakt the problems will soon be solved. There is, on

one side, those who Agy that the schools belong to the community and that the

students are products of the local communities. Qn the other side, there are

those who declare the pukpose of the schOol is to bring about change and the

professional educators should have the ultimate and final voice as to what

,

takes pla/ce in the school and'turriculuri. *This,controversy has evigrcauseds

bloodshed and violence in some communities. A major problem often involves

material found in textbooks over which the local educators or'itizens have

little or no control. Forces'on a large and often eveh national.seale are
;

. 7 ,

having more and more effect on what goes on in the individual classroom.

Parents an4 other citizens are becoming concerned and demanding more of a

voice in what takes plate in the schools.

Traditionaly, it has been thought that theOlodal school boards revr-
Q,

sented.the local citizens of a particular communit This organizatioh

supposedly developed the policf, and the responsibility of the adminintor

and other educators was to carry out this, policy. There are two majorro-

blems with this: ',Ct.) Thp school boards are generally non-paid persons with

full time employment elseWhere,and rely very heavily on the professional

educators for not only inft into policy but also the development of the
/'

,e

policy itself and ) the boards are Usually representations of the power

I.

/
L
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.

structure or pressure groups sand do not adequately represent the citizens

of the community.
. ,

The first problem hassled 6:1 a gradual wasting awayof the board's

influence. It is often an impossibility for a single lay board to collect

all the information, analyze it,and make policy decisions concerning the opera-
.

.tion of many of our immerfse educational organizations. They often rely on

the educators to do much of the information collection and analysis for-them.

I,----

W thopt intentionally meaning to do so the bias of the professional educator
...;.-

,

tends to dominate. .0This does not mean that school boards should become

involved in ofl,s!tiozi,a4-d.ectsion's but is included merely to point out the

problems which noWcxist in many situations. Some communities have additional

advisoD, committees to advise the board, Their advisory committee can

greatly alleviate the information gathering and analysis work of the board and

free them for policy determination. Generally, such citizen-committees are

appointed for a special project and released when their work is completed. '

Probablyfthe greatest outcome is.that sucha program involves more citizens

in the s'chools,and citizens,by becominsL,involved7have a much greater under-
1 - .

standing of,the problems.
.

7
(''-.

The second problem 1pinadequate epresentation of the citizens may not
re _

easyeasy to solve. But the involvementof more citizens may tend to get

them interested and thus mfi-faf-the school board. A publication of the ERIC

" Clearinghouse for RuralEduCation and Small School (ERIC/CRESS; 1974)

describes this unequal representation: "abojt 100,000 AmeriAgre serve on

school boaids,---They have many occupations -- dentists, lawyers, housewives,

merchants, farmers, professors, managers and lAborers. About 4% are manual

1

workers; bhe professions and businesses contribute about 65%. +len outnUmber

1

1.
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women by ratio of 9 to 1.----In some states a person under 21 years of agp

cannot legally serve on a school board." There,are indications in this state-

ment of not only imbalance by occupation but discrimination by sex and age as

well. In many places ethnic discrimination can also be found but this seems

to be changing.more rapidly than some of the other aspects.

If the schools are to provide services and make changes in order to keep,
.

the confidence of the citizens in the community, new ways must-be found to

' involve a more representative group of citizens in the decisions and operations

of the individual school systems.

In addition to the advisory committee there are many other tackS the

schools could take. rare. when the educators in the schools examine

carefUlly 'their communication systems to determine their effectiveness.
0

74-his

0-* should be a first pribrity. Another would be to take the classrooms to the

dommunitY. It is often state's by some rand grant institutions that the entire
-

.

state is their campus. This shoUld be true 'of tall schools. Excellent, \learning
./-

call take lace in real lifesituations in the community. There are numerous

. 4 .

.
, -

A it

individuals that could aid the teacher in thj instructional programs- and would'

be glad to do so. Infolvement of the community in the school programs will

lead to much greater supportewhen egueatkonal change is contemplated. An

.;
excellent example of this it the change of vdtatfOnk agriculture from OriAly

,..e
. .

.
...4--,

\.

I

production Oriehtated'to a much larger scope,including agiculture as a business

and horticulture. The maj9rity of local vocational agriculture departmentls

have local.advisory committees4fio quickly' saw this as meeting the needs
,

of many more people and pad thli way for the change within the school and com-

munity. Often the re sistance to change was found wi in the ranks.of the edul.
,

0 cators, but the,community.der4ds were great enough toil:3ring it about. Thus,
. . .%

. .
.

1,
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,an educatitral program which many thought was dying'a:few years back' is

viable and j'neting the needs of hund s of thousands of, yoUtOand adOlts

1 '

in the nation. \
- * N

.

.
.

.' .

educatgr, has the responsibility tor,helping the Jay citizqn develo0
..

44.' re , :-
.,r.

ility to have more input into the schooJs!. At this time many educators
, , - .

.,_ .

view this as a threat not a§ an aid. More and more groups of peopae, ,e-. -
-- -.I. .

, \ :. ..

'

-,. 4
,_ ,

.especially among minorities,,are:demanding.this.pafticiation'. Without proper
'" - , ,-

. ,) . ,
,,

'

. 1., 1,'

training)it could7bepme,a cpMpSetel:faiadre., Theeducational administra tor
t .... i {. -

, .. oo ,.., ,.,
' A - ,. - . ,

:.shouldrelcome the, as end dp eve'rythi'ng within Iris-pot:kr to see that
', .,.. II . 4 -

c
,.

the lay people are, successful in this

,t-

r

..
7,

s

s.

54,
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CHAPTER II

ADMINISTRATOR's GUIDE
.FOR THE 'IMPLEMENTATION OF CAREER EDUCATION ,PROGRAMS

IN RURAL SCHOOLS

The pUrposes of Career education are to orient'students to the world of

work, to enable,bbem to make realistic-occupational choices., and to prepare
I . ,

,therm for employmenttor for advanc e t'in their choSen occupations.. Such

.

preparation requires competence in manipulative, computational, interpersonal

15

..., .
.

relationship, communicative, and other special skills necessary for success in .

(° ..
. '.. .

./ i .'the chosen occupation., _ N . .
'Fortunately, the.teansferability of many of these skills into the non-

employment aspects of life is gieat, and the student thereby' derives an,increased

Cr multiple benefit from his efforts. Thus, if the career:education offering

p is effective in megling its goal of preparing Students for, successful employ-
. '7

,ment, added benefits are an incidental but expected product of the career

.

edUCation effort, 'This ekpectation becomes the basis for 'the integrating of

the career education curriculum with the traditional Curriculum.

As the rural administrato attempts to integrate aprogram of career educa-

tion into the existiiig curriculum Certain steps andpiocedures are necessary.
. A . ,

TAe first And Most important,task to be performed by the school dis rict is ,

.
.. _

. . , .

. the development of an. overall administrative plan.

Administrative Plan .

The administrative plan should serve as a guide toward development and

implethentation. To be effective the plan should (1) establish the overall

goals'and objectives; (2) set the parameters and piiorities of the new program;

(3) iientify possible constraints andsources of support, including the community

4
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and regional educatiorf centers and area vocational'schools; (4) stress teacher

-.. .,

involvement; (5) budget funds; and (6) establish an evaluative procedure (Career

\-,Education, Texas, 1972). 4

In following these steps; it must be remembered. that'no master plan can

be developed that will serve the needs of'eadh distict. TAe individualirural

'administrWr must, because of the uniaue needs end resources' of Its School
4

district, work within the.parameters establishedibv the organization of his

own district.

,Care should be taken, however, not to complicate the, administration of the

program for the small rural school district. Existing administrative stfuctures

should be utilized. One person should be designated as coordinator of the'pro-,

gram with adequate time allowed to carry out this responsibility. The persons

most likelamiewl, qualified are vocational education instructors, guidance

counselors, or others with an inperest in such a program. in inserVicetraining

program for all instructional and administrative personnel in the school is

'essential for success in a career education program. This program may be co-

Ordinated with other districts, possibly by an intermediate educational service

center.

Curriculum Development

The development of a plan for curriculum change should be a major result

of implementing the administrative plan. Since IP curriculum for career

,

education should multidisciplinary, and flexible, its develop-

ment should be a unified, broadly based process involving staff and community.(

Bcatise of the integration of subject matter necessary for a successful pro-

gram, it is imperative that staff involvement be extensive. Some of the tasks

indicated are enumerated as follows: /

4:
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(1) Identifying concepts and organizational levels at which each
)

concept should''be stressed.

.

(2} Analyzing the present curriculum ,arid planning ways to-integrate
career concepts into this curriculum.

,3) Redirecting or restructuring the present curriculum toward care
education'objectives; identifying appropria, teaching material

developing materials as needed.

17

N4) Planning a syste of evaluation fdr the program (Career Education, .

Texast 1972). I
Each schoolschool district, becaupe of its unique problems and philosophy, will

most likely'choose).ts own organizing structure, its own concepts, and will

determine the sequence with which they will be develiped into the instructional

pattern. 'Table 2, outlines various phases of the program which can be scheduled

at grade levels compatible with the local grade structure.

v

Curriculum developme t at all grade levels, K-12, r resents the central

i
lima,:

procedure aroUhd which ot er suppOrting activicties woul unc ion. The cur-

riculum development 'undertaking is actually a double -prongedeffort involving

an occupational cluster curriculum effort, a curriculiim refocusing effort for

grades 1-8, and a subject-matter-relating effort in grades 9-12.

The largest and most involved component of the curriculum development

a

undertaking is the development of the cluster concept. This effort will involve

assimilating data and teaching materials for each of the occupati9hal clusters

representative of the entire world of work and around which a career education

i:

system mig 'be designed. The cluster concept and, its Organization will be
l..

discussed i detail in the section on implementation in the junior high

i

school.

Since it 40 almost impossible for the small rural school to develop an

adequate career'education curriculum without ploper assistance, the
a
local

23
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TABLE 2

-SUGGESTED CAREER EDUCATIQN EXPERIENCES GRADES 1-12

GRADES: 1 12

STUDENT DEVELOPS SELF-AWARENESSAND UNDERSTANDING OF HIS INTERESTS & ABILITIES

:STUDENT DEVELOPS AND PRACTICES DECISION-MAKING SKILLS I

.

$TUDENT DEVELOPS ATTITUDES ABOUT PERSONAL, SOCIAL, AND ECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE
OF WORK

OCCUPATIONAL.

AWARENESS:

Sttident is

infollned about

occupations
through a
series of
clusters I
representing
the entire
world of wort.

24

*,

OCCUPATIONAL
ORIENTATION

Student ex-
plores several
clusters of
his choice.

OCCUPATIONAL
EXPLORATION
IN DEMI

BEGINNInp
SPECIALIZATION:

Student selects
one cluster to
explore.

Develops entry-
level skill.

May change
cluster if
desired.

SPECIALIZATION

Student
specializes in
one cluster.

Takes prere-
quisitesfor-
furth,r educe-
tions4nd/or

' intensive
-.: skill 'training

for job entry.

0
0
dv

JOB

Alt

NON--

BACCALAUREATE

PROGRAM

z

BACCALAUREATE

PROGRAM

4,
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administrator should contact the#career educationCOnsultant in his state

'department.of education for such assistance. Large sums of money are being .

spent On development of materials which Can be obtained and adapted to rural

areas. The National Center fdlb Vocational sand Technioal Education at Ohio

State University and the Educational ResouWinformation Center (ERIC)

Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools (CRESS), at New Mexico State

University are useful resource centers.

Instructional Development Teams

Staff members should b

?'

organized into committees to plan the development ,

Ainstructional materials and to, take an inventory-of the school's current

instructional system. In some instances, teams will need to represent differ-

ent subject areas. Time and resources.wilI be needed for this responsibility,

and consultative services from the state level will be helpful. Rural sChool

administrators will find it to their advantage to work through inforMation

4 centers such as ERIC/CRESS to keep informed about new instructional materials
a

in- career, education as they are developed. As these new instructional materials

are published, they will be brought under bibliographic control and entered

into the ERIC system through t clearinghouses. Such publications are

announced in ttie various ERIC documents, for example, Research in Education

and Abstracts of Instructional Materials in Vocational and Technical Education.

The curriculum teams should m6nitor these major sources.

26
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Pupil Personnel-ServiOes
_

Since career education attempts to reach the student in as many ways as

'possible, a vital tacet of the program is guidance services, K-12. Guidance,

a schoolwide assistance prOgram for all students( is developmental, beginning

'dn the lowest grade level and e x,ding thrpugh high schoOl: The assistance

provided students should not be a singe or special event in the student's

school experience. Instead, guidance must be continuous, sequential, and

cumulative.

The existing guidance services within the district must be reexaMined

and redriantedaso that-career information, educational planning, and indi-
5

vidual appraisal can be current, relevant,' accurate, Ind conducive to wise

dedision making. Counselors and others with guidance responsibilities should

be involved in this reexamination and reorientation process.

20

Small rural districts may need to shareithe services of guidance person-

nal vho have expertise in career education. This sharing may be done through
P

a cooperative program among the schools within an area or through the services

1'

of an- intermediate unit covering'a largearea.

Guidance cannot belicarried on 'solely ty.Specialists in guidance. It

1,5a cooperative team effort involvi!k
#

and support personnel. The Classr

the administrator, coungelor, teacher,

o

ln

^

teacher, being 1,11 daily contact with

, -
studepittse serves~ as a first-level: ounselor in the -career education program...

a
,

The quid ce cougselor'provides specialized counseling.assistance 'to the.iqs...,

or

student and consultative support,to,theNrchers.

TO develop the total individual, the 4juidahce program provides infor-

mation and instruction, to all students concerning their phitical=mental,

health-social development and their educatio4a-career debeloPMenti This

0
,

4),
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4

information and instruction is further supported with counseling services fOir

all students utilizing school and community resources. Thus, though a pro-.

, gram of ihstruction and counseling services,, all students are helped to inte-

grate the intelleCtuall emotional, phvsjcaoll and social aspects of their"

personality; to adjust to one,anotolt* Zilboadul:ts, and to the environment; to

achieve academ iflor-the future; and to carry out

formulated 'plan ,.

,

21

ThrouWkintegraTibh of career information into the'onTgoing academictr; ' ''' /,--.

- ,--..) VI,
curriculum,

,-.,

the guidance-in ctional program is conducted by classroom,
)

.

. -

teachersas part of the instructional program. The counsel r supplements

classroom guidance.instruct activities with scheduled guidance Artor-
i

, ,1-.
i-,. ,j

'national activities throug0 st
,

ar]. and large group discussions.

'--- s
Although the guidance prdcess permeates every level of instruction,

'

as the studentproceeas_from one.ie'v o the next,more emphasis should be
1,

,

.

placed toward directing the'stud 4Ward theirScompatible career choice
. . ,-.

,

However, it must be' remembgred final career selection rests with .

1
/.

the student and :not with the/ sta0.,

At the junior-high school level, an intensive guidance and counseling

,program will help students to discover their interests and aptitudes. The

program should help students to determirie their emotional compatibility with

the vari&ls careers in which they shdW.interest or aptitude. ,

The junior high school guidance program shduld contribute to. the explora-

tive objectives of the career education curriculum. The counselor shocag serve
. _

.

as a resource person for meeting specific needs and concerns of individuals or
.1

III

groups. He should coordinate information colleation,.activities, and proce-.,

dures- to facilitate the exploratory processesin career education. He,should
. 4

R
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assist in rtividual and group assessment in educational planning% He

should make every etfort necessary evelop and sustain effective individual
4

and gr9np relationships through counseling. It is essential atthis point
A

41*

in the student's life that he become aware of the services available in the

guidance office.

As one plans the guidance services for the high scho91 levelr.it should
Alf

be kept in mind that there is not a break in this area between junior high'

school and senior high school; rather, the high school guidance program is

merely an extensichn of guidance' services which were started in the elementary

grades'and have continuedrup to this.level.

At the high school level, more emphasis and time should be placed in

assisting all pupils in assessing and understanding, their abilities, aptitudes,

achievements, interests, and educational needs. _Group and individual sessions

should be set up with students and parents to explain educational apd career

opportunities and requirements. Optimum use should be made of such sessions to

assist pupils to plan and progress toward well-formulated, long-range Opals. 10

As a result of these sessions, it is hoped that courses of'study can be designed'

that'will assist the' individual student in reaching the career goals he has set.

Also, by planning the students' courses of study-and projecting the needs into

the futurt the administrator can create some guidelines as to future needs in

the area of staff and curriculum scheduling.

t
4 . .1

School q/ganizations and Activities.Proaram

The school's student activity program also contributes to the achievement

of career education objectives. Periodic evaluation,of-its contribution'is

appropriate. Staff members responsible for student activities, should be

involved in planning and evaluating activities which seek to improve thecareer

2:3
f.
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ucation potential: Stpdents themselv,es should serve frequently in staff

development, comMunity involvempt, and curricjanm development. Through such

activities as,careei clubs, much enrichment of the acaddinic Curriculum can be.

achieved.

23

Vocational youth groups allow students toengage in activities that broaden

and enrich their knowledge of career fields. Sortie examples of vocational 'yolith

clubs are DistFibutive Education Clubs of America (DECA), Future Farmers of

America tFFA), Vocational Industrial Cfubs of America (VICA), Future Homemakers
4

of.America (FHA), Future Business Leaders of America (FBLA),
/

, Club (FNC). Caubsrof a similar nature may .kre,organized aroundI other 'career

d Future Nurses

items. These organizations are not of the usual "hobby" vari ty. Studen0

become involved,in the areas of work denoted by the name of t organizAion.

Students in such,organiiations are involved in field.trins; role-playjob inter-.

.

views and job-slpiations; setting up and operating businesses; conducting student,

business, and -community career-oriented surveys; Visiting with goal-oriented

J
stddents'inrLgh school and community college programs; producing their own AP

,"career'neWsletterE4; and helping-organize career days in the school. Occupa-

tional'areas yithia the main cluster can be explOred as they are chosen by

' members of the club reported back to the main grodp.

Oneeource of information available to such groups could be a series of

filmstrips, tape reCOrdings, and video tapes of previous field trips. This

type oeresoulce material can also,include interviews witeople of various

occupations, descriptions-of job Situations that would be beyond the reach-of
4

a field trip, and:introductions to_the various career, clusters.
41' , I

Since most of the clubs in a school are related to subjects. such as science,

drama, history, speech, foreign.language, mathematics, and the vocational areas,

f
U .
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40
much of the material gained through the activities of the various organizations

can be integrated into the claltroom. Organization sponsors should develop

programs that link career exploration to the objectives of a club.
"--

Starting in the junior high, students participate in the-production of
4

school yearbooks and newsrapers. Working-on school publications can help stu-

dents to investigate careers in a field such as journalism and can provide

opportunities to experAnce, in a limited setting, the working condilionss,of

related oareers. For example, the student staff of a school newspaper can
4

devote considerable study to the production of a newspaper, investigating

careers ranging from typeetting to editorial and advertising work. A visit

1
to a local newspaper office can be part of the exploration.

Not to be overlooks a school's organized athletic ,,togram. The

obvious careers in coaching or professidwIal sports more often overshadow the

many lelated careers such as-hlayground supervision,srecrbation directOr,

physical therapist. Again it is important to bring fOrth through the cluster

concept the truly great number of career openings available within eachicluster.

The same pattern of activities could be followed in investigating careers

in farming,. ranching, and other occupations related agriculture. The rural
. .

administrator should make a special effort to build upon the strong programs
4

already exiting within his school; these will probably be vocational'agricui-`.

ture, hgpeconomics',and spmetimes, business education. 1t should be eml5hasized

th4p within any broad field such as agriculture, there are many diverse occupa-
.

tions, for example, game management, forestry, and landscaping, aswell as thea
traditional ranching and farming.

Placement Services

.

One important phase of the career education program and one that can

provide vital follow-up data is a placement service. A coordinated effort

:31 c .
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. 1 . .

.' -. '1
should be made fo help students find gainful emplbyment lAsed upon their

,

-.F....., .,

prevrouS expetiences.

*Studentsrequesting assistancl for job placement should be referred to
,-,

-
..,,,,

.

,
,

4---
specific job openings if suchexist in their field of interest andshOuld be

1 4

assisted in every possible way 'to glin employment or placement.in the post-
.,

secondary:educationai area of their choice. Students who will be leaving the
p .- .

. , .

area, acommon occurrence among today's'rural youth, should be referred to
r

-.
'appropriate resource people at the new location.' pie placement service should

be available to both.youth and adults served by the school district. If small

schools cannot, adequately perfo this function, it may be carried out by an

interreediateitinit serving several area sFhOols.

95uch. a service shbuld'be a two-way street. If-conducted properly, 'a .

placement service will not only 1)\ of benefit to the student, but ,also of

benefit, to the local employer who is loOking-for aualified employees. Thus, a

well-organiied placement Service within the local school can serve as another .

means of bridging the gap betw6en school and communi/ty.
//

'" 1

State employment agencies can be ofassistanie in the formulation of such

a service. .

Staff Development

A plan fvr staff delielopment should also be formulated as result of

.i
-

f

il

i
.

mplementing the administrative plan. Since staff development (ip-service
4

training) in career education is likely to involve teachers and will con-

tinue for soml time, a setting

resources are orucial1to Success.
4

Although some planning and development staff and consultant services can

be added from.the state level, the major impetus and effort will have to come
.

Kiorities and commitment< of time and

I.
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(
from existing staff and community resources. Administrators, teachers, teacjier

aide-S--all must'be involved in planning and development, from the beginning of

the project.' Staff identified as enthusiastic over program prospects must

infuse others with that same enthdsiasm. Staff aZreadli including' career aci-

wities in their classrooms should be brought inra7tead-er-ship pn%itions to talk
.1

.

;with staff, students, and board members.

Once again, the local rural school administrator might find it to his

school district's advantage to organize in-service.training,sessions in Co-

operationith administrators in of her schools who are also /implementing the

career education concept into their'school districts. In a situation where a

number of school districts unite to participate in such an in-service session,

consultants from the state level could be brought in, als well as representa-

tives of the various educational publishing companies. Too, under this combined

effort, administrators who have successful programs already established could

be brought in to present their programs.

As a summary to the protedures needed for the development of staff, the

A
following outline should serve as a benchmark to satisfy the need to put process

and content together. The rural administrator could ask himself these questions:

How many of the following have already been thought through? Howmany of the

following can be put into practice through the funds and.personnVavailable?

1. A committee made up of classroom teachers and administrators to plan

specific behavioral objectives and activities for interested teachers.

2. Visitations to classrooms in other districts where career education
is being planned and implemented.

3. Special workshops to focus attention upon educat3,onal goals and
outcomes.

4. In-service meetings with staff to learn new methods of teaching.
e r

3.3 r
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5. ,Lay advisorl-committees to evaluate present products of schools
ghd suggest new directions and. priorities.

6. Grade -level teams reporting to schbol faculty and parent groups.
1p

7. Special projects.through media'centers to highlight particular
careers .or to show the relevance of academic content to particular
occupations.

*8. Special pilot experiments to test selected concepts in the class-
( Iroom setting.

,9. ,Career educatibn fairs and other all-school activities that bring
school and ccknmunity together.

10. ConsuTtan help fro; tate office personnel, intermediate units,
and/or university faculties.

11. =operative activities with other distriCts in the area.

Community Involvement

In most rural' areas, the school becomes the focal point of the 'entire

community. Therefore, it is especially necessary-that the rural school admini7.

strator bring the community into the development of the-career education concept.

The school cannot function apart from other groupsror agencies in the cohlmunity:
, .

The need for an approach built upon a .foundation of local initiative and
. .

fOstered and encouraged at the:state, regional, and national level has already

been recognized by leaders in educatio.

No new, agencies need to be organized to coordinate the resources or flow

of information to the community. .The community should be approached on two

' levels: (1) for general community or business support and (2) for expertise

in a specific industry or a particular occupational field. It should be. self-
,-

evident tHat any program concerned with education for a career must make.provi-

sion,for active participation by persons familiar with the industrial and labor

16

relations process and with.the skill requirements of th'e various occupitions.

Of equal importance is the role local business can play in providing the school

3 q
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with opportunities to Obser ve Working situations or to engage in actual pmploy-. .

meht of stu dents.

Service clubs are always seeking opportunities to serve the community. In

addition, their members:are also influential in many other walks of ife. Their '

involvement can be doubly potent. Leaders of Boy, Scout groups and gfther youth

organizations are anxious to improve the long-range welfare of theit Charges.

Amdicertainly, the rural school administrator should. not fail td r Qgnize the

usefulness of the'local farm and ranch ,organizations. Too, the school

stratar will find that 171 many cases retired. senior citizens are anxious to be

of service.,

Men and women with one career behind them represent a rich and valuable
. .

resource that can be and should be used fully. Many of the eople of the cm-
!

munity have mastered/skills and crafts that'are in short'supply. Others are

skille in the use of tools, materials, and processes that perhaps are not

practiced in the rural area but which would'be of great itterest to some of

tte students

If career education it to be an integral part,of the regular school cur-

riculum, it can profit as a bold and'imaginative new concept, froM the experi-

en.Q.es of these and o4iercommunity grodps. Each rural community will have.

unique characteristics and special groups that should be identified and recruited

for this family-school,-community based program. Community surveys are helpful

tools to assist the local administrator in locating and assessing the availa-

bility of such resource people.

The fundamental principle underpinning the involvement of the community,

and perhaps its most attractive virtue, can be briefly summarized. Community

involvement calls for the sharing of information,, materials, ideas, and technology
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in career education among schools and'cgmmunities at air-levels. It provides

an alternative-to creating new and possibly duplicating instituti.ons.- It .

enables the rural school administrator to make use of materials alnd equipment

which the small school Cannot afford: It places the student in touch with the

true world Of work.

Advisory Committees

.

Regardless of the size of school involved, if careereducation is to

succeed there must be communication between theSchool and the community. The. 0

Avery nature of career education, especially at the secondary level, suggests

' the importandeof maintaining a mechanism'for continuous dialogue betwee-the

school and the world otemPloyment. The rural school 'administrator will soon

find that an 'advisory committee" is one way to channel occupational and employ-

ment 'data into the educational process.
101,

Some of more successful advisory Committees have, proved very effective

in the following ways: ,

.1. Functioning as an excellent source of:public relations.

2. Communicating feedback information from the community and emplollers.c

3. Creating mutual respect and confidence between educators and community
leaders.

°

4. Providing experience and exaertise those areas vital to a program
preparing students for the '7orld of work.

10 .-

5. Providing assistance in the select.iorf and development of training
stations. ,

, -

6. Assisting the teacher-coordinator in,curriculum development and
improvement.

7. Providing assistance in locating instructional materials.

8.. Providing a source of input for program evaluation and review.

9. Providing continuity for the program in the evient there is a change
in staff.

36,
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10. PUoviding a source of employment for graduates of the program
(Cooperative Vocational Education in Small Spools; 1972).

*to
Business and community leaders -are in a-un ique position to'help plan educa-

._tional programs that will prepare the student fo r employment. Thus, the effec-

tive use of an'advisdry committee is 4-logi5a1 aril efficient means of bringing

about a closer working relato,j.enship between the school, the community, and the

world of work.

Evaluation

The'evaluation process should be considered one of the major components of

the career'education program, for through no other process caQ. the true succev

of thmprogram.be determined.

The evaluation of program effectiveness should be based upon the degree

of achievement .of the measurable objectives established during the planning

process. Obviously, it is important that much time and thought be concentrated

on the development of objectives that are realistic and concrete for the indivi-

dual district. School personnel who are t6 be involved in -the, evaluation

process should. be identified And involved early in program planning in order '

to coordinate the efforts of both internal and external, groups
4
and individuals

, who assist in the evaluation process.
r

Evaluation of programs should include the use of data drawn from (1)

enrollments,- bom4letions, identification of disadvantaged and, handicapped;

(2) surveys of labor demand, labor supply, and student needs to determine the

relevance of prOgram offerings to needs; and (3) student follow-up surveys.

Questeiona should be 'raised about the manne r in wgich career education is

implemented and operates, and information will be needed about student perfor-

mance. What-Changes in student behavior are sought? What kinds of evidence

that this behavior change has taken place are acceptable?

3 '1
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In the evaluation process, all facets of the educational'Program--the

broad goals

of society,

31

of.career education, current educational methodology, the structure

and the attributes of the student--are combined into fiVe-principal

components. The five components fiollow:o.

1. The goals of the program.

2. The objectives of the program.-

L

3. The operational procedures--for example, the methods, techniques,
emphases,"and efforts--being utilized to attain the objectives.

4. The resources--both material (including facilities, equipment, and
materials) and human (including teaching, administration, supervision,
service, and special staff)--provided to facilitate the attainment of
the objectives.

5. The actual outcome or,products of the program-as defined in terms
stated in the objectives of the prograin.

The actual evaluationcan take many forms, depending upon the option of ,

the local ditrict; however, the following-items should be:included in the

evaluation process: Teacher-made tests; questionnaires administered to staff,

students, employers, and community; student anecdotal records; check sheets of

accomplished pkills'and competencies; self-reports by students of inventories

"it

of interests, preferences, attitudes, and feelings; attendance records; drop- --,

out records; follow-up studies on students who have graduatedf'teacher observa-,,

0
tions; and results of standardized tests.

When evaluating the career education program,,,Ve local administrator will

want to.do so within the context of local needs and objectives. In so doing,

a comparison with the ten characteristics of career education listed by Under-

secretary Marland will prove to be of worth: 116- O

1. The fundamental concept of.career qdlication is that all educational
experiences -- curriculum, instruction, and counseling--should be"
geared to preparation for economic in pendence, personal fulfill-

.- ment, and an appreciation for the dign ty of work

4



2. The general curriculum is done away with in favor of a System of
. high school education with but two exits--continued education or
employment--and nothing else.

3. The tareer education concept should affect, as high as eighty per-
cent of the high hcschool students.

4. It will be offered'as_part of the'curriculum to all student's. .1e*

5. It will permeate the entire spectrum of child's education, frbm ,

the kindergarten t high school. Or

d. We must also be concerned and active on behalf of ',;thObee adults whq

cannot supply the skills and knowledge society now demands,.

7. It,is a blending-of all three '(vocational education, general edUCtton,
and college preparatory education) into an entirely new curriculum.

.

8. The job is not done properly until each and every One of the youngsters
is capable of developirre clear ,s se of direction in life and is
able to make a repponsible careerChoice.

9. It will offer a much wider range of occupational choices than are now
available in regular vocational educational programs.

10. All students will have an opportunity to enjoy actual work experience
during their high school years through cooperative arrangements with
business, industry, and pablic institutions and agencies (Career
Education ProgretS, 1972).

r

Reporting evaluative findintgs to the various publics who need and 'who.will

use the information is another essential part ofievaluation, It is critical

'tor school boards, administration, and. staff to be informed about the effective-

Im

*less of career education. It is also essential for e4oh Component of the ele--

.mentary and secondary school system to report successes,.shortcomings,.and

problems to other components of the system. For example, the evaluation of

career education in senior high school should`be useful in improving the program '

in the junior high and elementary school.

3
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-CARVR EDUCATION IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

o

A-program designed for the elementary school should be developmental--
,

based upon a series of concepts and upon' the needs and 4bilties of tHle stucNnts

and'graduated according to difficulty. The elementary prograni should assist

33

9

studerre's to become alert to people who work and to become curious about careers', .

-

and ready_for the exploration of careers which is to occur during the junior
oz.

high school years. Awareness of theworld of work is considered to-beuthe overil

`- ,

all goal of career education in 'the elementary school,

Theregular classroom teacher must fuse"the concdpt,of career awareness

into the ongoing curriculum, thils enrichimg and adding quality to the school

program: It7;'hould be understood that the career awareness concept neither

eliminates'vital elementary curriculut elements'nor does it propdse to substi-
*it

,,

F

tute career awareness for long established, professional, sound elementary
.

concepts. )
,i

ii,

.
4

'

0
0

fn the first grade, the ehild's experiences in career education should

center around that with -which hp is most famiii4r7the home Ad the cool. The . .

. -

limited career information hp pos4sses (based on his knowledge ol what hi,s

7

-Parents do and what work he sees dpne at school--teaching, bus drivinf, and so

4 Ar /1
on) is used as a basis forlikpanclinghis-knowiedge,ofthe world of work.

.

Parents and otherScan be brought iiito the elasprbom tcli tell about their

41
work.' Also, children can engage in such activities as career game playing,

field trips, career art work, and other experiences to increase their .knowledge'

and understanding' of possible careers.,
C

Special efforts should be-made in.fso-

lated rural areas to provide experiences in tore metropolitan areas: Field

trips should be made to larger..,cities or towns in order for the children to

4,
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better ()burp the broad spectrum of occupations. Regular school-subjects

shout be Used as the vehic le for presenting career information rather than

, concentrating career education into a special ,topic' in the curriculum.

During the primary years, role-playing becomes quite important. The
- - . $

N 4 (-1
students can p" jobs many times. . 'Sikh performance is overt and thus

.-`,.44, .3
,?.;- .

subject to guida,14'frOin the teacher and available for:other student comment.

. t .
This activity provides On excellent method Tor developing'orgl language skills.

g , .a

Many cliss discuSsions can,be helA.around the -11L401

e-playing technique.
.**

As an ongoing program thrc'kighout-each educational level, the students can

help the teacher in making bu lletin boards centering ouoccupations. Also,
k6 t'

each,child could start a portfolio or scrapbook, starting with-drawiAgs and' IA

.0.- -

paintings hg. has done and'aftgmenting his' Work with pictures from. magazines.

At the primary level, ledren can learn that each job has certain char-

acteristicS, Later thchildreneWill learn that the best oCchpational choice

A achleved.by matching-possessed characterj.sticsiFith required characteriAics.
p o*lp

41' i

While tile-,Xhildren are asyet too young for accurate self-appraisal, they can

.

begin to fdrm -simple jlidgmentiabout that physical actions people must make in,

. * occupations.
* .. . v -,various occup.

.

w .

7
.

.An important -concipt to be lea ed at this 4ge level is tAt everybody .

4

40

, .r

should work and that work is not s nonymougs,witb-hard physical labor or a,

disagreeab situation. The teacher might start with such simple tasks as
,

.
,

'hanging up coats, strL aghterlit;gd;hairlp-PUtting away materials, nd so on.
.11,.

. % 3",
1

f0 . . ,
If the class hatmonctors,their job771Suld,be examined. The Children can

draw or tell what ,trey do.,

1 The teacher must,guide the children to an understanding that all the
po

.
.

IPst .

'-' areactivities of the school, even those whic seem'e most fun, re part of their

4

41
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"job" and that they ..shOuld always dp 'their best.' As a preview, it'should be

suggested to.students that, though the nature of thejkasks will change somewhatz_..-- ..,

as they progress thrOugh school, if they approach their tasks with,the proper
,

.
v s ,

attitude everyth' a can, continue to be enjoyable. Ab8,Ie all,, it should be

stressed wortLis necessary for everyone, that it can be pleaslct, and that
- \--......

cooperation with thers'will Maketeveryone"s job, more pleaiant.

.

In the Second grade, the .concept of the world of work should expand "markedly.

vp to this point, an$attetrpt haabeen

androther'familiar surroundings. pow .the

d.deal with the home and the school

04V ;

ve will be in another direct n.

'

The ichild,willbe exposed to a much broader spectrum of occupations, and he will-

learn about specialization and interdependency.' While mdriPof the same
.
activ-

0
. :ez---'.. f.7

ities presented in the firs! grade will be continued at this level as befits'

,...s.
',/

OP'
,.

,

-
the increased maturity, more written.Work And more complex facets can-be.-. ""

r: , 1

_
.

brought,into use.
:

The concept, of*specialization can very easil e tied, in witheodial 0

'- . . .

.

studieS. This concept may be treated-thrdruah a re ew of any prdmitiVe culture .

, .

, %
. _,

. ,,..

which the class may have studied. Theidea to be explored i' that because each...,
e p . : .e.

}
. *

family unit's needs and wants were simple., it was piOssibIe for etch family unit
. .

to be self-sufficient. .Charts or.pfictures may be made Which 'contrast the
r

----J

simplicity of a more piimitive soiety with the cd?relexity of modern life. The
t

1

studen

.

ts'should then ipagine.and,discuss what it. u14 mean- if the family unkt
.

could still be self-suf,ficient-.-for egample, would' each family have to build" l
. A

. -

r means of "transportation,its owp aplomobile, or would-People go tat some,oth
, .

and.if so, what? How would homfs, food, and clothing be purchased: .What things.

would'people have to do without?
ti
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Thus, one can readily observe how-every facet of the regular curriculum
- .

Is brought into use in the career education concept. .Teachersare bound only
lit

It , .

by their own lack of imagination and initiative. .

In the third grade the child's focus can -be further expanded as Aew cdn-'

.ceps are built upon those previously introduced. As reading skills increase

'career information can be presented through basic and supplementary readers.

Other activities dealing with careers car be introduced.
I

The third-grader can explore many factors which determine available oc-

cupations, such as locaon, supply and dem , and technologidal and socio-

logical changes. He should learn why in a ral area them is.a different

demand for jobs, why the rural community is d 'Rendent upon the urban community

for many of its goods and services, and in what ways the urban community is

.10 ..., 4 -__I

', dependent on the tural commbnity. As the student explores these facets of

the. world of work,,emphasis should also be placed on' developing an understanding

,of the effect that thdte and 'other factors have on the worker.. For example,

does supply and demand affect worker?.

Probably by this poet the students have found one particular occupation-

which interests them. While a firm Vocational Amide is not sought at this

\_point, it is time to introduce certain ideas. One of the most important of

these is the necessity of an eduion if one is to enjoy the benefits of our

complex society: ° dr

As pupils progress to grades 4-6, emphasis should be placed upon enhance-

ment of silf-concept as related to career development. During these years,

more emphagi
r-

,

Placed bpoilithe vital part School plays in the preparation for

a career. eince from this point on in the student's eiticatibn, different

4.
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. subject areas,are treated separately, teachers'must make a special effort to

\.sttOw the importance of each subject area to the-world'of, work.

The importance of education, both formal andinformal,'-for success in the

Li?Pr-ld of work should be, stressed., The want-ad sections of all available news-

papers might be used. Many of the ads will specify a.certain educational level

and certain skills or experience. Brochures from the various state employment,

services also have excellent illormation in this'area.

Rather than exploring the need for individual subject areas, the, teacher

-go

might use a different approach. First,Tbe teacher eight suggest.that-man}
'' .

,
, ,

people have special education for entering the'wor]d oftwork. Cofnmittees could
. 4 - . . .

, .

be formed to do resear0 into th6'various areas that require specialized educa-
1 ,.

---- f

,,

- -

tion. From this researck,
-

students cOuld,lea6 what knowledge all occupations,
. ;

.
* .

.
c ......

have in common. Among the common needebfthettudent will be the ability to

read, to listen and follow 'nstructionso. tawrite, to-communicate orally! to '4"...-4."7
..,

/,
li

understand, and to 'relate to qt:herdPeople. Itt"Nqualities Will be, of value to
.

.-,'
-,

.

him in understand the various areas of,suhject matte* .4

t'---. , , .

As the student reaches the upper grad s. ellementar by school, it e*
. 4

made clear that there.tnd attempt at this level to force-students into making
. v -

occupational choices, NIN.,the pro/ram should do at this level is to. attempt

to guide the studeht iowarda more irkelligent choice when the time becomes

. 4 '
appropriate. The student p2,ogram,,tries to broaden his awar#ness of,the almost

. , .
.

14 ,

/
4
infin ite varietNi occupations which oexist, as well

"(

a the possibility of
. .

\ .

. .

new ones which ere developing almost daily. Beyord this, it attempts to-show
,....

him the factors to be considered when the time cAltes to make 44tecision.
< .

SSP i v.,

Through the duster apprdach, which is introduced and developed in the
, ....-.

,

\sixth grade, thettudent show become awa*
;

that all occupations can be,placed.

4i 4

1,
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in broad gkoupings.and that there are jobs-for any level 4,abilrty and)traintng
.

within each grouping. Thus, he learns that no area that interests him is be-'

yon&his reach. Somewhere within his field of Interest-there will be acareer

for him.

. During these years, the importance of preliminary data 0 stressed. The
v.

knowledge/that different occupation's require certain,- Characteristics and that.
4*

differen't individuals possess certain characteristics leads inescapably to the

,conclusion that the better these are matched, the happier the person will be

as he works I.Qhis'vocationaj. choice.

The students should be aware that making a career choice requires care-

ful study. Some of the areas that'need to be explored by the studests afire

the nature of the work, the working environment, the training, the type of

people to be found in a particular vocation, the expected income levels and

the future of particular vocations. Again, this might be an area for committee

work. ,A committee could be assigned an area,to research and could then design

a method for presentAq 'the information they gather to the rest of the class.

Such methOds might include traditional reports, stories based 71 what could

happen should one fail to obtain the requisite information, cartoons, skits,-"--

and so on.

As was "statede1Slier, these years should be used to enforce self-'

enhancement and self-awareness., Learning should take place in regard to the

way'indiViduals differ in their abilities, interests, attitudes, and values.

The student should become aware of himself in regard to these areas. Such

conc can be realized through,e4use of self-inventory materials avail-
,

able from the various publishers, or the teacher can conduct a sociogram

type activity. The teacher might list abilities, attitudes, interests,/and

4J.
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so do and have the students name those of their peers who fit the descriptions.

Examplesmight be:

Likes to play quiet games.
Likes tO play active games.
Likes to talk.
Likes to sing.
LiGs to draw.
Likes to read.
Is best in math.
Gets along wel:1 with everybody.

These are only a few of the areas which might be fxplored. In such a

lesson, or unit of study, the concept of individual differences and the accep-

tance of the indiPidual for what he is should become very obvious (World of

Work. ABLE Model Program, 1972).

As the student accumulates more self-understanding it follows that occu-

pational interests will become'more apparent. The pattern thus becomes

interest self-underStandingoccupational interest. If the children dog

not perceive these finks for themselves, the teacher should guide their think-

ing. If the."Child*does not perceive these links then the program has.failed

and should be looked at carefully.

Every4occupation which exists at present can be placed into a family or

cluster. The U.S. Government has broken 20,000 jobg into 15 job clusters, each
1

under a general-heading such asthe "world of manufacturing" or the "world'of
'mom.

construction" (Career
_
Education, 1971). The sixth grade will be used to orient,

the student to the concept of clusters and should familiarize him with them.

The intention at this level of.instruction is to provide a 1%ad-in whereby he
a

will choose 2 or 3 of the clusters to explore in greater depth during his junior

high school years.

fr

4
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Each of the elementary grades should,be used as a platform for emphasizing

the importance of initiating and stimulating self-grpwth in the vocationel

realm. Whenever possible, the learning situation should be one that. actively

invkvesithe student in the learning process..

Projects for the Elementary Curriculum

".

The following ivities gave been designed to involve the students in an

active manner which should he]go elementary school children becomekmiliar

with the world of work and orient them to the problems of vocational choice

and selection at later periods in their development.* The activities are not

listed in a Particular order. However, an effort was made to gioup the activi-

ties for K-3 grades at the beginning of the list, and activities for grades 4,

5, and 6 next, then activities aimed at grades 7 and 8. Some miscellaneous

activities, which could be used at any level, are at the end of the list.

Special projects for teachers, &punselors, and parents are also found in the

list. ,

1. Engage children in discussions which will help them see the digdity and
vafue of all work in which man engaws. _This project should help
realize one of th major objectives Of the occupational orientation and
guidance program at elementary school level. It can be a progres-
sive program with units at each grade.

2 Encourage children to cut color pictures from magazines of "people at
work" on various jobs and place them on a special bulletin board
designed for this purpose. In the early grades the pictures selected
may be relate47to their father's or Bother's job or to a job they are
currently interested in, orto jobs in a plant or bltsiness which they
have visited on a field trip. See that each 9hild has a picture on
the board, if possible, and change the pictures frequently..

3 Prepare a color book (gi-ades 1-3) showing people and situatibns in

various4types of jobsvand the kinds of uniforms they wear on the job
(firemen, polio en, doctors, dentiSts, nurses, soldiers, sailors,
marines, engineWis, mailmen, 6rofessiorial athletes, etc.) which the
children can color. Many of the draWings for the color book can be
made by tracing. .

*From World of Work, ABLE Model Program, 1972.

( '4* .,
6
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'4. Permit children in the first and second grades to engage in play
activities involving various types of jobs. They can play doctor,
lawyer, baker, teacher, nurse, carpenter, and a host of other job
pers nel. In most of these activities they can use actual tools-Or
inst?fiments.

5. Read stories With an occupational background to first and second
grade children. Such .a story as "The'Little Train That Thought
It Could" is a good example of thetype of story that can be read.
After the story has been read, the children can discuss who'runs
the trains, what the conductor, brakeman, and engineer do, as well
as the value of cooperation and thinking while on the job.

6. Assign the children iri one of the classes in grades 4,.5, and 6,the
task of writing out the answers to the following questions as a
means of gelting to know themselves better:* "What sort of person
do I want tol become?" ar "Why do I want to be that kind of person?"
Analyze the replies to see to what extent occupations determine the
answers given. Arve the students who answered the questions prepare
answers to the same questions one year and two years hence.

7 have the students irlb-grades 4, 5, and 6 make.a.survey of the various
types of jobs which exist in their community and state and select,
the ones they would like to visit It is best to study jobs' they
will see on their visits a0 help the children determine what to
look for when they make their,visit to the plant they have selected.,
tollow-up reports after the trip has been made are a part of the
project.

:

8 Develpp projects which show how various vocations are related to
the, seasons of the -year, for example, what is involved in a wheat.
harvest? Getting ready fbr summer, dusting off the air conditioner,
sharpening the lawnmower; getting ready for winter, checking the
car, storing summer equipment,. checking the furnace; getting ready for
fall, for cutting the harvest; or getting ready fdr spring, planting\,,

haid cultivating: Each season a% many surprises, and there are many
occupations for each season. The children may have a great deal of
fun observing the occupations And processes they have studied.

/
9 Discuss with the children, beginning at about the fourth grade, the

importance of individual differences, why people differ in so many
of their intervts,*abilities, and aptitudes, how their'uniquenesses
develop, and th4 problems of self-acceptance which are caused by
theti differehees. This project can be the basis of along term
study bY the,children and can be related to the developmental task
rcincepf. Some students at the sixth grade level-may be ready to
relate their uniqueness to aspects of their educational, personali,ty,
and vocational development and adjustmehts. When this is the case,
they will almost invariably.need individual guidance. 4 i

6

10. Start a vocational scrapbook as a'elaSs project and encourage each
child to cut out pictures and articles from various newspapers and

46
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magazines,LwLch they can paste in the scrapbook."-A rotating committee
tedecide wha. t goes cut° the scrapbo9k may be necessary. The art
class can prepare an attractive cover for the scrapbook.

11. Develop a unit which can maxe progressively through grades 4, 5,

and 6 on the importance Of edulation to Vocational choice.and on
.what actually happens to young people who drop out-et school before
completing high school: The drop-out problem can only be dealt
with effectively if the potential drop-out is identified in the
elementary grades!

12. The importance of good mental health j.,n scbool, on the job, in the
home, and how it can be developed and maintained can be a basic dis-
cussion in almost any class after the third grade. 6

13. Games in the nature of the old fashioned "spelldown" can be devised
to acquaint students with some occupations. The teacher or one of .

the students can read a description of an occupation or describe the
tools which are used in an occupation, and the students may be asked
to identify the occupation on the basis of the information which hag
been devisdd.

14.. In some schools, characters from the Bible-can be named and the
children asked to'identify the occupation which they represent. Teams
can be used to identify the occupations of the presidents or other
well-known characters.

15. Jobs in the varils government agencies can be used as a unit in a
number of classes krom the third or fourth grade through the sixth
grade. People who work for the government can be speagers and
frequently can show slides or filqk

16. -Give the youngsters a brief look at the glamour careers-=Idovie and
- television actors and actresses, theentiertainers, piofessional

musicians, professional athletes, and the astronautg,are highly visible.
The study of.these occupations presents, in some instances, an excel-

. lent opportunity to study values in our society as represented by
.occupational choices. 4

17. Provide girls in the various elementary, school classes special
opportunities to study occupatibns other than the three traditional
occupations for'women (nursing, teaching, and secretarial work).

18. Promote hobby shows as a means of helping children develop interests
and assume responbibility. Many youngsters have found their vocation
through hobbies which they pursued during earlier developmental periods.

19. Permit students to discuss howthey can utilize their vacation periods.
to get better acquainted with various occupations.

0

20. In social 'studies wits, lead t?e children to discuss how differen
personality factors and traits are related to diffdprent vocational
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selections, as well as how personality in general is related to
vocational choices which will eventuallybe made.

21." Teachers can schedule field trips where emphasis will be centered on
the workers and'the types of skills which they utilize in performing
their jobs. . -

so.

22. Have the students write short papers on "The thing I do best." These
papers should'also be saved and the p;oject duplicated a year and two
years later. This t prfft can also be used as a topic for class discusl--

sion, although many youngsters may be embarrassed to reveal theiryoungsters
innermost thoughts.

23. Organize units in the social studies curriculum to show the various
ways people'in the community make a living. One unit, for insta'nce,
can be developed around home building. The children can discuss the
work of the carpenter, the bricklayer, the electrician, the painter,_
the plumber, and 44thers. Anothdt unit cat bd'organized around city
jobs and can include sanitary workers, water supply workers, policemen,
firemen, and others. 'Still other units can be organized around'
transportation, including bus, ;iil, and air service.

24. Develop a unit for fifth and sixth graders-which will help the children ,

be aware'of the importance of building a good background during -the
elementary school years in preparation for the rest of their educational
career. Learning good study methods and reading habits can be a part
of this unit.

25. "My daddy belongs to the Farm Bureau," and!gky brother is in an-
apprenticeship program," can be the basis for a discussion in the
sixth trade.

26. "My mother is a Gray Lady,' and "My sister is a candy-striper," can be
a program similar to the one above, which children enjoy.

27. Develop a unit to assist the children, particularly in grades-five and
-

six, to explore their interests, and discover the relationship of
particular interests to various vocational patterns. Some interest

' tests 'can be used for this project.

1:3: Organize a unit for sixth graders which will help them orientate them-
, selves to'the vocational developmental tasks which they will face in

junior high school with suggestions relative -to the specific choices
they should be prepared to make which. have vocational implications.
Class cheduips can be discussed as part of this unit.

29. Give children an opportunity to explore the contributions which various
clubs.and extra -class activities in the community can make to children's .

knowledge about vocations. This project may be important for children"
who are preparing to enter junior high school, where selecting tht right.
school activities may be a problem.
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30. Students cap be encouraged to\study individuals Oho have made a success
in more than.one occupation. /Such a study should help students to%
become aware of the fact that they, too-, can probably find success in
more than one field of endeavor.

31. Encourage the children 'to develop a newspaper in which they can list
occupations they have discussed in class, write editorials, and in-
cluqt other items which may be of significance to them.

32. Provide children an opportunity to stpdy unusual and little-known
octupations in the professional, technical, and nontechnical fields.

31. Encourage the children td prepare their own personalized vocational
notebook, which will include a study of their interestsr.abilities,
special aptitudes, skills, strengths, and weaknesses, with notes from
cl&ss discussions, test profiles, and clippings from newspapers which
are related to vocations of particular interest to theM.

34. "My daddy belongs to the Rotary Club ('ions, Kiwanis, and so on)."
This is an opportunity to discuss the vocational classifigations in
the structure and purposes of civic clubs.

35. "My mother belongs to the (one of the women's clubs)." This Can be
a companion to the discussion of men's organizations.

"36. Present_children with an opportunity to study, write papers, and dis-
cuss how the'choice of an occupation conditions and influences other
aspects of'their life.

s'i4hich will help them understand their
, and educational-, socioeconomic back-
lligent vocational decisions at any

37. Encoura4 students to take test
interests, abilities, aptitudes
ground.

,
No child can make inte

level without this information.

1
38. Present materials and information about what is important in vocational

choice aUd selection, including opportunities to discuss when, an oc-
cupational choice should be made and what needs to be considered before 4

g a choice. a

39. children study various assignments 'in English, history, science,
music, art,-and other fields, encourage them to identify the occupa-
tions of the various authorities Cr characters in the field they are
studying. As they read some of Dicker-1's works, for instance, many
occupations can be identified.

'40. Arrange for demonstrations for various types of activities performed in
different jobs. Chemists, physicists, typists, and so on, can demon-
strate various experiments which can be of intense interest tb children.
An example: a. typist can demonstkate speed typing. .Teachers of the
various areas can be used here; also,county tents can be used.

i 51
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41.' Present Children with an opportunity to visit state or 'national
employmeftt agency. Such a visit should be mad after students have
been prepared fpr such a visit.-

42. Use short personality sketches of people studied in various courses- -
social studies, English, science, mathematics, m sic, and art--which,
emphasize their vocation and ask students ty, ide ify the personali-,
-ties through their vocations.
A

43. Should elementary school children be introduced i o jobs in the armed
services? Some say "yes" and some say "no." This deciAion should be
made on the local or classroom level, There are in y opportunities to
learn jobs and job skills in the nation's armed se ices, but it may be'

, too early to present this material to elementary sc ool youngsters.

44. Whin the children are at the theme-writing stage,'p
papers op,. such subjects as "Some jobs I think I woul
I grow up I would like to be a ." T
get the children thinking about jobs and their relat
should be encouraged to emphasize why they would like
and what aptitudes they think they possess at the pre
a job.

it .them to write
like," or "when

is project should-
ns to them. They
a particular job
ent time for such

45. Assign students the task of'writing letters to success ul people, in
the community and nation, asking them to tell'about th ir vacation, why
they selected it, and-the qualities which they, think a necessary for
success in the field., They might also be asked to tell what advice
they would give to a young person who is interested in he field. The
letters can be displayed and then placed on the library helves. This
project will need to be organized carefully.

46. Conduct vocatiOnal exhibits in connection with Science F
, exhibitions. Exhibits in the science fields may encourag
creative study and will assist youngsters to further expl
interests and abilities.

47. Study methodd kid atechniques of problem solving with the y
through class discussions and group guidance. This job;
taken objectively and on an intelligent basis, can be a bi
assisting young people to derelop the degree of independen
to become emotionally and vocationally mature individuals.

48. Have children in, any room study the occupation of leir fath- sL(and
mothers). They can be encouragea to prepard0Rhort talks or ite_short

# reports as a class project.

. 41V i

49. Parents can
about their

cocontest
'individual
re their

ungsters
n under-
step in
they need

be encouraged to visit the school and share inform
job with- children.

50. Contact some'businessmen, ministers, policemen, pilots, teacher
figures, etc., and assign students to interview them about their

tion

, sports

jops
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and then make reports back to the class. _It may be fun for some of the
children to publish their interviews in.the school newspapereven
though it may be mimeographed.

51. Duplicate number 47 but arrange for the personalities 'contacted to
perdit the student to tape record,theior interview,. The recordings
can then be'played to the 'class. This probably is a sixth grade.oro-
ject, although it has been tried successfully in the fifth grade. The
project will take some practice, but the youngsters will enjoy learning
to use a tape recorder. They may need to follow questions which have
been worked out in class in their interviews. It will probably create
interest to let them decide what they would like to know about 04-

" occupations of the individuals to be interviewed.

52. Another topic which can be assigned to students with profit in many
classes, either by written exercises pr short talks, is "What I would
most like to be when P.ogrow up." It ca be extended to ask why they
have made this particular choiceat thai time;, The last part of the
project should encourage children to be .to examine their values.

53.- Look for good films and filmstrips which can be shown at various grade
vels which may have:some vocational significance.

54. Encourage children who have an interest in art to make attractive
posters; they can be original creations, copied from pictures in
magazines or from suggestions made by the teacher or by parents. The
potters should be on display on bulletin boards,. in various classes,
in the library, and in some instances, in windows of stores in,the
community.

55.* Develop projects which show the vocations associated with the various
holidays, for, example, Christmas--toys made and sold, Christmas cards,
the work of the mailman and post. office workers in delivering the
cards and gifts to the home. All holidays have'special vocational
significance.

56. Rural youngsters may need to bepresented an - opportunity to observe
adults at work in jobs which are characteristic of urban communities':

57. Through a "junior Carper Day," present childrem with an opportunity to .

become acquainted with individuals in the community engaged in a
variety of occupations, inAuding occupations oVside'the professio4.
One objective of such a program at the elementdry School level should
be to promote the development of more wholesome attitudesitowardiga-
lected nonprofessional occupations and help youngsters realize the
importance of thesZ occupations.

58. Safety demonstrations by firemen are always exciting experiences for
children and serve a double purpose in that-they may be a part of ttre,
,school's safety program,

;0%
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59.- The school nurse, ambulance drivers, firemen; an interns prom hospi-
tals can also be part of a demObstration proogkat showing what..*11,of.
these people do when on the jOb as -well as supplying a wood safety ,

educational program.

110. c4/
60 Encourage teachers of various sdbject matter fields(art,'physical,

education, history, arithmetic,'English,,science) to prepare a large
chart of the occupations which require spills in.their fields and
which can be displayed in their classroom or in designated places in,
the school: In self-contained classrooms, teacher can`prepare such
charts and arrange to- change them at intervals witg

%
other teachers who

have worked out,occupationd,in special fields. After the fourth grade,
the making of the charts can be assigneTto studqhts.. Some of the
projects can be illustrated by chil4rep who are - artistically inclined.

-t

61 For the teacher: Check eac4b.student in the class against a develop-
mental task list for his particular age levelark attempt-to determine
which studentsmay need help in',Completing the tasks they should be
completing before,they move on to the next developmental level. The
teacherd,should deterMlne what-each student car do and what goal he
will need to'edtablish in order to achieved balanced development. Try
to see each task in relationship to h4 total development, as weli as '

his educational and vocational development.

62. Eor the teacher: Make a list of the interests of the children in the
class and determine to what extent' opportunities are presented in'the

r school to assist them in developing their interests -Outline a plan for
'assisting those students -whose interests are not befhg cared for; through

. normal classroom'procedures.
1

63. Encourage_teachers in the schoOl to study-together, with tie help of ----
the school counselor, to develop units for various classes.which will

emphasize occupations ateach level so 'that the program through the
elementary school will not only have continuity-but also will avoid
repetition. This protess May meam a reexamination of the prIlitnt cur-
riculum for the purposes of determining how it can be reorientated to
meet the specific occdpatibnal needs and interests ofchildren.

64.' Teachers should also be encouraged
they should,; ollow in tehin5 the
curriculum. Expected ou omes of
considered-as part of thi -aspect

Jr. , ,

-

to wbrk out what goals and purpos'es

occupational 'units included in the
the.toial..piogram should also be

4 :of.the program, .

.

65. For th,e counseldr: Work th teachers to identgy children who may
need indiyidilalcounseling\or the.help that can beiRbtained through

, group*idance progrFs. elp should nOt"be confind to' children who
may, need vocational and ed Fational counseling. Helping a studdnt

. . resolve a persona.problem f any type may have vocationa significance '

ae a later developmental pe Aod. d.

a

66. Help'chyd.dren study their le sure'time activities as a basis for devel-
oping an interest in which t .pariicipate. Theye0Irl,also be encouraged

5g
.
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to undertake new projects. This can be a group . project, a class.
project, or it can be achieve& through individial couribeling.

7. flcOuroge the school librarian to display books for each,,agat level
whichkpresent,challenging stories of individuals who are Successfill
in -various levels of human dhdeavor.

110

48

.68: `Develop a unfefor parents of elementary school children which will
. 6.e telp them de tand how important is the,education of their children,

.
, how the subjects carried in the elementary school'are related

.,-

to vocati oice, and what their spec'fic role should be in the
vocational ui ance of their children.

!At. ' Ilit'

69.-'Iiromott.confetenCes ororkshoPs,foli parents to help them understand
,

tli7e role they are to p1., }n .the vocational giowth-4.and development,of
children.their ',.t.

. .

70. Hold a conference for itte.nts in'whichthey ban discuss the use of
000 ,

vacation periods to further the acqUaintance of their chilgenwith
various. occupations. Occupations which are not frequent'l?Vfound.at

- . 0 ,, Nome can be. visited to the profit of,children. An individualized vaca-'
. i "' tion program fOr'patents ko paint out.6what to'see inlvariOus areas of

the country-might bring bleildien into contact with new occupations.4

A
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JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

'By the very nature of the characteristics of the junior high'student, the
.

ntept of career edUcation affords both the o6ortunity and the means actively -

to involve the student in.the learning process. These junior high years'

years of searchiraLffr the student.. Questions, such as) Who am I? Mbere'd6CI
#

'fit into the world? Where.,am going? continually arise. Students 'are faced '

with considering the many conflicting choices 6f directions they can take in

,society at this vital, put confusing, time of their lives.
.

...,

junior high school. The junior high school should provide a 17 students with ..1 C

Thus, explorationtion becomes the prime goal for career edu ation fn bilebe

1! appropriate opportunities to observe and study in a systematic manner a 7anietp
in t'.

...

4 il
. 6of careers. ThAe explorations by students should,buili upon the awareness

-.
.

of/the world of;work- that is begun and-sequentially deyeloped ih the elementary

grades. This exploration should alsofbe developed in &nth manner that it
si

serveserves as A bridge. to the high school year$, where morelpecialized prePgrati4p

t

for employment takes place.

i'The traditional methods of clasSifying the, broad range of careers. in,our,

.modern society has tended to.donfuse and mislead students as they begin .

to. ,

:4. . . 07, .

ider their'careers at the junior and senior high levels. In'popular Ian-
-',

guage., we have tIOPed_to classify careers along the 1.14114,f assumed income

._ ...

and sot* status. We speak of employment which is profesSional, subprdfessional
. . V *

or .technical, skilled, or nonskilled. We speak ok occupations, crafts, and
. ,

A_
,

trades.' While no'one can-deny that these patterns of clissification have some
too *it ,.. ,

)

'meaning, the social and economic changes which are accompanying current techno-
%

, OP'
'' logical -changes in our society eke noticeably restructuring nottonly the , .

).

.4114ional 'income gradations associated with these claseicatiins, but also : it
F "

* ..e.a
4

'a
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their social status. A journeyman'plumber may make far more than the college

grade, There' is., at the.same time, 4h increa$ed Concern, in society generally,

and among students especially, to become involved in a career that provides an

Opportunity fgr personal satisfaction.

It is therefore appropria e and important to find a new kind of classifica-

tion for careers that enables'studen to see reakstically the full range of

career op ortunities ilt our society

Alli

emain erg:the:Cs in this direction has

been ita classificatiOn system known as the cluster concept. Ttas approach

classifies the entire gamut of careens into 15 usters of related careers.
,

Each clusteroin turn is broken into more closely relited families of

careers, which in turn encompass a'host of more clearly related specific career

options. In each of the clusters the careers range from manager, scientist,

engineer, technician, tradesman, salesman,=and serviceman to operator. In:the
j. V

cluster approach, the rural so4pol adminisiratorcan add one cluster at a time
4

.

to the program or work at finding data anci:,resoutces for all 15 clusters.

Theri are several uxrque advattages it emicd6ying the cluster approach to

care development education 1110.

r; As with any rational classification system, the cluster approach
Tovides an opportunity to review intelligently the full galaxy of
careersand to analyze similarities and differences. It also provideS"
anopportuni.ty to look at a group of careers in relationship to thy,
knowledge aril technology which underlay their function. This relation-
ship.makes it possible to relate the studyof careers to academic work,
both among gtI-7aditional ditcipliaes,,such as physics, chemistry psy-
,chology, and social science, and within these disciplines,'for example,
with Thysies, there is electricity,' mechanics, aeronautics, propul-
sion, and so on.

r, 12. The clustqr,awroach provides an qpportunity to begin career prepara-
tion in abroad area rather than in a specific vocational field. Thus
within the cluster of visual gommunications there are several fiRmilies
of careers -- graphics,, writing, product developMent, fine -arts, effice
practice within each of these families are an'even lamer number of
more spec.ifid career options Beginning with thelttudvof knowledge,

3
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"
skills, and technologies common to all careers in each cluster, a,

student can move into increasingly specialized'study associated with
the SpecIfic career which.he selects. Furthermore, with this general
background 'the student will .be better le to make changes in his
specific careertater in his life when technological change or personal

,

interest may warrant such achange.

4e cluster approach.prOvides'ailopportunity for the schools to broaden
. ,

xte'nsively their pattern of csiner development education to serve the
career development of all students. 4'hile many students may wish to

N move through a cluster of careers tosthe level of specialized knowledge
\ d skills appropniate for immediate job entry, other students will

nefit'-from exploring their career interests as a basis for- speciali-
zation in continued education following high school (A Plan, for Career-3
Development, 1969). - 11...

.4i

In order for 'the cluster concept to be successful, a great amount of time,

staff effort, and planning t go into the development of resource materials

for the individual cl sters. The'administrator should,, take sce'cial note of

the s han book which listg the publishers of career education ,

materials. Too, much material can be accumulated by contacting national offices

of various manufacturing and industrial associations. .The logical location for
low

such a collec f data would be in the media center or library. Information

should be catalogued and filed according to clustei classification. Materials

111

should'include plinphlets, magatines, bulletin board materials, tapes, filmstrips,

and film sources, as well'as textbooks and Paperbacks. While individual teachers

a s

should be encouraged to develop their own"files, a combined effort on the part

of the entire staff will result in a resource center of much greater depth and

scope. The sharing of materials and sources of information with nearby districts

will prove beneficial.

Building upon interest established in the sixth grade, the high

school student witl choose two or thee work clusters to explore in greater

depth Turing his junior high school years. Because of the,varying interests

of the students and because of the 'limited staff in most rural schools, much of

w.
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1.

this exploration of clusters will be through individal research and directed

study.

The implementation of career education i junior high.school is achieved

through three main areas of emphasis:

1.' Continued integration within f.ie subject areas to provide the student
with opportunities to investigate many of the majorcareers associated
with each of these areas.

-

2. School clubs and activities 'Onside the area of the regUlar curriculum
which can serve as explorative opportunities concerning careers.

.

t
1. -Counseling, testing, and educational plal)ing both by, tl-ie guidance

staff and'the classroom teacher.

Career education will be most relevant to the junior high student if full

interrelation of subject matter caQbe achieved: This interrelation will require

extensive work by. the staff in writing new curriculum guides. However, it is

strongly recommended that new guides be written to avoid overlapping and rede-
.

tition of materials by the individual teachers. Too, the objectives and goals
4

set forth in the guides provide criteria for evaluation and accountability.

Students would continue to learn the central concepts and skills currently

associated with the separate subject areas, but the various subjects Would be

coordinated withina curriculum structured around the clusters of the World of

*41,work. For example, the. nit on t anhe field of energy d propulsion might focus -
*. ,

.

.
.

.

on electricity. While the students a udying this unit, they cans-explore the

phctical aspects of eVoctricity throughipilding simple, electrical mach. es and.
radios. They can also explore the uses of electricity 4n the home for c king,

v

house cleaning, and othgr activities that require electrical appliances. At the

.

same time,'they can study the impact of electricity upon society, for example,
N

the social effects of radio and television and the political and economic impli-

cations of public versus private power. Throughout these studfts, students can

.

5
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ti

be introduced to the variety of occupations wilich are asdo9Oated with_the field

of electricity, ranging from home wiring and television and radio repair to
4,

:

electrical engineering and radiology.

As*

Such units of study should be developed for all the work clusters. The

'form and content of each unit of study would depend upon decisions made by the
*

tiArriculum staff as they worked to integrate career education into 1, regular

'curriculum. Units of this nature should be plann d taught cooperatively

diby a team of teachers -from several academic areas, and would include laboratory,

shop, and classroom experiences now included in separate courses. As the 'stu-

dents ptogress through several clusters of occupations, they should gain both

an,orientation and a, realistic understandirig of the range of career opportuni-

ties
-

ope o them, the knowledge and tkills which are required for success in

these careers, and the social and persona/ implications of various careers.

The junior high'course of study should provide more intense ''hands on"

experiences. Individual' instruction will become more essential, and teachers

ti

will find themselves acting as "manages of learning,' rather than as instructors'

S
presenting the sate lesson to the entire clast. The rural school administra-

4

tor, who man}r times has a lower teacher-pupil ratio, will find that, generally

speaking, this type of learning situation will be more easily adapted. to the

small school curriculum.

One apprcia0 to career education isheing implemented during the school
0 r-

year 1967-68 in four West Texas schools--Abilene, Levelland,:Petersburg, and'

Spearman. In implementing this plan, each month was.devoted to relating career

1110

information to one curriculum department. For exatplie in one school, September

was Science'Careers Month, October was'Mathematis Careers Month and 'SD forth,

until bY Ma, each subject area had been highlighted. This approach could be
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implemented very easi y nder tie cluster concept, with one cluster 'being em-
_-

phasized each month (Career Development, 1968)'

'If such a system is to be implemented, the staff should work' together in

the planning of the slope and sequence' of concepts to be developed, of suggested'

activities, of resource materialt and so on,for each subject.

Folders containing suggested classroom activities and resourceimaterials

111/
can be prepared. for each teacher se during.the month. Precedrng each month, ',.

.

thp teachers to be involved should meet together with cou1;061ors and the teacher

schoolcoordinator to discuss activitielNand to plan assemblies, hool announcement§,
. ,

library displays, bulletin boards, and so on.'

Because of the sdze andPnumber of students enrolled lathe rural school,

silk a program could be organized on a school wide basis or could be emphasized

at any of the three levels.

.
4 410
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SENIOR HIGH SCHOOI.

w 4

The high school career education curriculum is built upon the cumulative,

experien6es of the student developed during his elementary and junior high

school years--in the same way that other tradital progr6is such as language

55

arts, science, and.mathematids depend upon foundatioris laid in the lower grades.

Indeed, much of the work and many of the concepts used at the high school level

are simply more mature and complex extensions of learning activities begun in
, .

.
...---

,,:,the junior high.school. Opportunities, for iivestigating additional careers and4
--

as

1
,..-

familiar concepts in more depth should iille'worked into-the high school curricu-

lum in much the same y they are inctuded in the junior'high school curriculum.
.

. At its ultimate, 1 secondary stUig4. ents would be-enrolgd in some tyr or
.

phase of .the career education curriculum. The length of such enrollment'would

depend upon the %tudeAt's needs and objectives. All students completing high

school should be prep ed to exercise two basic options=--immediate employment
-7 s,

and/or furthdr educatioft. The rural sch 1 administiator will find that meet-
,.

ing this'objective will reguire.both his 6'his.staff's i- genufty and abilities.

In meeting this objective, the administrator should recognize iikat regard-
.

less of the ultimate career goals of the students, each student should, be eguip7

ed with a marketable skill that will enable him to nter the labor force should

either the need or desire arise for, him to do so. Obviously,many students, will

prefer to have a well7developed, marketable skill upon graduation so that they

an .immediately obtain well-paying jobs and, support themselves. The %e. students,

10 will"probably wish to'Commit more time during their high school years,to such

skill development, and it is the school's reSPonsibility to-provide, either

through its own organization, an area vocational school, a community college,

;

.
or through Othqr means, a wide range of skill-development programs. Such a

*
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Program of studies Will, by necessity, require,individualized instruction, inde-

pendent research work'on the part of the student, and, in many cases, outside

work experiences in cpnjuhction with'the regular school day. The work experi-

ence program will be explored in greater depth in the section on cooperative

programs.,

Those students who have not elected to PUrsue further education immediately

after completing high school should be provided an in-depth vocational educa-

tioc program to develop their knowledge and skills inie family of.occupations

within a job cluster,"for example, soil conservation within the agri-business

,cluster, fashion designing wittih the marketing and distribution cluster. Basic

Xnowledge essential to perforting in other families of occupations within the

job cluster should also be acquired by eoloch studdht. Relationships of families

within the cluster and between clusters should be explored so that students
c6

will be continuously aware of what additional opportunities are available.
4

Those students who desire to undertake advanced preparation, whether it

'' be in a post-secondarlIppeiWical school; college or university, or business

school, should he equipped with the necessary irerequisites to undertake such

'additional training. Such students must be willing to commit the major amounts

'of time and energy necessary to ddvelop these prerequisites. Thils, their involve-

4

ment in the complete career educttion curriculum will not involve as much era-
/

phasis upon precise marketable job §kills. It is important to understand,

however, that within the entire cuT4culum there are abundant opportunities to

,Odevelopimarketable skills to one degree or another.

In the early curriculum planning process, each course at the high school

1, .
level should .be designed to provide for the development of marketable

At the high school'lISevel., students should receive the following. kinds of

experiences:

4

6.3
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1. A "coren curriculum in the occucatior1 cluster of his choice. This
core curriculum will build upon the exploratory apd entry-level
skill'development experiences at the junior high level and will pro-
vide higher levels of skill development when-these stills are'common
to all the occupations in the cluster. Students preparing', for job

entry andstudents preparing fOr highereducation would be enrolled
in the cluster curriculum. 1

2. -Basic subject matter areas.such as language arts, social studies,
apathematics, and science v4lich are related to and which support the
'blustencore curriculum selected$y tpe student. These basib sub-

.

Sects can be taught in such a way as to prepare many students not
only for further formal education, but also for such jobs as tutors

rand teacher aides, as well as for employMent in consumer services
where one-to-one interpersonal-relationsh,ips areimportant.

3. A choice of e lectives designed specifically for job preparation and/or
a choice of electives designed specifically to prepare for entry into
further education in an area of his choice. p.ective subjects such
as homemaking, industrial arts, distributive education, and vocational,
agriculture are already designed tb provide some employment prepara-
tion. - Other elective subjects such as band, journalism, drama, and
.art can also prepare students to enteg the labor market as copy boys,
en-fIrtainers, music librarians, set builders, and clerks. 'Couises
not structured to include provision for marketable skill development

Im
should be careffulW reexamined and redesigned by the staff.

4. Extracurriculail'aCtivities, as was mentioned in the junior high sec -
tion, can help meet explorative, objectives and can help carry out
preparationobjectives in the high school. This area, like the other
areas, should be examined andredesignedif neceseRry,in order that
this pease of school life can become aovital part of the overall career

' education program (Career Education: Description, 1971).

Cooperative Programs

For the rural.school,administrator who usually finds himself in an area

with limited job placement stations for his students, the coopeAtive program

's one solution to his problem. Cooperative programs shall be defined in-this

00001114/11'

handbook me any work experience afforded the student, both in and outside the

school facility. Staffing in a safall school is on of the most important fac-

tors to consider: The person chosen to fulfill the role of teacher-coordinator.

nlyst command the respect not only, of his students but arn.-of the people in-the

community whose cooperation lie must have if the grogram is to succeed.
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It will ,be the responsibility of the teacher-cootdinator to provide the

overall coordination of community and school resources. Another high priority

responsibility for the teacher-coordinator will be that of trying to ensure
ez.

that all aspects of the work experience facet orthe career education curriculum

are designed-to meet the needs of the individual student wittinhis district and

that the program his not just picked up in toto from another district.

.There are alternatives which coUld'utilize available staff. To determine

whether special certification is needed for the teacher-coordinator position,

the state director of vocational education should be consulted.

44'

the school system includes a vocational teapher(s), one or more 6f them

may be qualified to provide overall coordination of the cooperative program,

since such individuals have the background in vocational education and many

have had occupational experierite. Also, if there should be a person on the

staff whO has the necessary qualificatiOns and personal characteristics

to fill such a position; most'states have provisions for certifying class-
.

room teachers as teacher-coordinators for such plograms.

Once again the "shared" concept can be brought into use; two or more schools

may share one teacher-coordinator. This approach has been used successfully

when two small school's are loll. inTroximity to each other and only a small

number of students are involved.

To supplement the regular school staff, people within the local community

can be utilized. Many employers, as well as employees, in the local community

can be utilized effectively foi instructional purposes. Altholyh a-person in k

thiS capacity cannot gevote full time to this work, it is possible that, in

conjunction with the school coordinator, he could serve as a valuae resource

0

person.

65
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' One of the key factors in the w k related area of the career education

curriculum is the agailability of locallbusinesses that wilt make' acceptable

4

training stations. These stations should be bosen with care since they'will

provide on-the-job instruction, and the person with whom the student is working

will,be instructing and demonstrating' those specific skills required within his

business and for a particular job. An effort must be made to ensure that the

people involved in work stations know exactly what-is expected frA them in

relation to the total

A major obstacle facin

ational progtam pf the student learner.

the rural school administrator is the t'ct. that,
*ow

in most cases, his school wilrbe located in small communities with few work

stations available: One of the -prime respon4pilities of the teacher-cobrdinator

is that of locating and approving such stations.' The teacher-coordinator should

not overlook farms and ranches as trainingstations. 'Numerous occupatibnal

opportunities can be found in today's larae farming enterprises. Many times,

nonagricultural occupations' such as mechanics and bookkeeping-can be found.

'/>
Other possible work stations are brancil banks, - fertilizer dealers, implement

dealersOrstock yards and feed pens, grain elevators, and general merchantile
AO

stores. The local county agent, since heAis aware Of activities in the area

agri-business, can be a source of employment information. Planners'should not

be misled'by the name of the business. Within very modern business,. there are

opportunities for a wide variety of placement stations.

Well-planned patterns of Scheduling emploYmentare crucial in areas with

/ lijnited placetent opportunities (small communities) and are also basic to orga-

nizing.a cooperative education program; the following oPtions aq suggested:

A

l. Traditional: Involves daily employment for the regular school year.

2. Variations:



a. One semester of'daily part-time employment.

b. Sdmmer full-time employment.

4

c! 'Scheduled employment during peak economic activity in a given
, locality (e.g., to coincide with tourist season, 'harvesting,

. holiday6)

d. Daily employment accommodating two or more students (morning/
afternoon, weekTY, quarterly, or other schedule).-

e. Part-time employment, for two or ,three days.

f. Placement of student.. in erttplo nt when they-are ready or when
'jobs become available (each student, therefore, would have a
different schedule for, employment).

g. EnGloyment in neighboring communities.

h. Replacement of students who withdraw from jobs-when objectives
have been achieved: .

60

. In those prograis which rely on summer employment for student-learners,-4.

May,be feasible to enroll them in'tbe regular School program during the aphooZ

year. and provide a cooperative education Program during the summer months. A,

teacher-coordinator,-could be employed during the summer to provide systematic

related inptruction aqd als6 to coordinate and supervise the on -the -job train-
-T.=

ing phase.

-T6 provide'on-the-job experiences for as many Students as possible, alter-

nating plans are encouraged. Alternating plans allow_for a greater degree of

7

flexibility and provide situations where more than one student-Warner can be -'

employed in the same -trainingstation (place of emplgOinent). Sothe possibilities

are:

1. One studepAr4earner might work inthe morning and one student - learner,
might work in the afternoon.

2. On,a rotating basis, one student- learner might work 'in the business
for one weekwhile his fellow student- learner. is in the related Glass-
work in school (this systein could be operated on a daily, weekly,
bi-weekly, monthly, ,4uarterly, or ether basis). Related classwork

wauld"be taught in such areas as the agriculture, commercial, or
b'usiness dipartments.

67
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4 If a particular school is located within a relatively short distance of

several small communities, students tight be placed for their occupational

experience in businesses ineach community.

small community that affords extremely limited training possibilities

could transport students to a'larger city talk= -the-job tra ining. Such a pro-

grat might be carried out most easily during summer months or ddrNIng periodsoof

peak empleirment, since.. these are the times when employers are seeking additiona l

414106K.'

part-time employees.; A plan of this type would mean employing the,teacher-

coordinator during the ' summer months and ensuring that transportation'for She

student-learners is available.

If students are transported to and from wol*, it might be best t9 hold

the related classroom instruction in a business at or near the site of their
4

employment. Some schools provide instruction on the buses which transport __

students (see section on existing programs; Cooperative Vocational Education,

1972).

The needed work experience can alsio be provided within the school system.

Students can be utilized as teacher aides,4janitors, grounds keepers, general
411

office help; or cafeteria workers--if such employment would contribute to the.

students' career development needs. Many times such employment can be sub-

sidized through government programs.

As another alternative, a school. (or student body) could own and operate

its on business. The business could provide students located in extremely

small communities with a unique opportunity lo gain valuable business experience

and acquire insights into the functions andikesponsibilities in operating a

business, as well as afford an additional source of income for student activi-

ties. Also, "dummy" businesses such as general retail stores isould be established

°

'

.
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A . %idistributiven con4unctron with education classes.t, The same'ceuid hold trye
. , # )11, 4'.

14.many of the vocational,areasvu Such,aindummy" business couild be a coop

eiartork.the part-of two or more school ddlotricts,6 A complete store c

. «
duplicateallin a iobile unitoland'scheduled from school to school. Once

resources and pergo414 could he shared., A number of 411/ch "dummy"fbusInbsses
. ,

t.

are already being conducted'in'TdXas,' New Mexico, and,ArizfAa schools. k t

do
. 1P

, description of'such courses can be -found in the section diScussind established,.
.0 .

q
. e . ..

.
programs.. -..

i.

.. The decisionxto make this type of cooperatift education a part a the school

:1'

. $
"curriculum is an important Step. The followin9"School Administrator's Check-

fist!" suggests some ,key considerations in Irking 'such atoiagram operational:
. ,. . .

.
. '

- . .- 1.

. I. Steps in implementing coopViative,vocationateducation in the logali
. ,

-

school.

-
A. Review the state requirements,for vocational education /*gram

operation. "
.

'Ur. Request help in dekermining'the-needilor a prbgram from voca-
tional division ofvthe-stae department pf education. -e

C. Determine whether there will be enough interest in the program.

a. /
1. Student Interest survey

2. -Raient inter est.:survey.

3. -School board-recommendations'
. _

4. .Guid4nce pexso el recommendations

5:416recUlty recommendations
_ .

D. Make an occup atibnal survey__ to determinethe number and types. of

training stations available.

4,1. Local sources of help in gathering:data on oCcupational needs. ,

rr

..e
a. Advisory comMittee

*
b.\ Public employment services

69
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,

ChaiMber of commerce-

d. Service clubs

e. COUnselois
=

f. Siirveys donducted as studeht clads:Orojects

2. ,Regional sources of kelp in gathering data on occupational
needs.

a. Area manpower planning committee?

b. U.S. Census settj.stics

c. Labor groups

d. Research coordinating units

e. Trade' associations

f. Step department of education .

E. 'Determine ON answering the following quettions whether ,pe,co-
operative education program will fit into the toter school
program.

J
1. Are there sufficientephysical facil*ies; room, and equipment

4'

2. Can instructional materials be made available?
4

Canithe school meet the requirementSof the stat n for

reimbursement?

4. Are instructional personnel available ?;

5. Is,the school near enough to the employment community s hat
students can reach training stations. without undue difficulty?

6.. How-many stud@hts are now working?
ox.

7. What courses, if any, must be added for effective-operation
of the program?

...

8. How can existing courses be utilized?

9. Have,key in4viduals-among emplOyer\and employee organizations
been contacted regarding the,advisa ility of setting upthe
program? Has their cooperationfor. ting up'the program
been obtained? I

70
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*./
I. Steps.in.establishing cooperatlie vocational education.

I

41

Install the program

1. Decide upon the type(S) of puibgram(s) to be installed...-
. °

I
-

2. Devise a tentative writ en pan, including philosophy, objec-
tives, policy formation& control, proCedures, r4Sponsibilities
of personnel,_orl4anizationalstructure and general supervisoin,
broad advisory functions, and amated total cost and budget. _/*/

3. .Describ e characteristics of Atudent.g roups to be served.

4. Ide tify occupations for which training will be given.,

5. provide additional space, if necessary. "\

.

6. 4 n
,

the appointMent'of ep advisory'Committee (the board
of education may aid in the appointment of the advisory

, 4

committee).

4 7. Continually publicize the progress during the program
,

-development stage. -.

8. In?Orirthe faculty of the objectives of the program and
proposed operational procedures. -

to

.9. ffilorm parents.

B. Select and hire a teacher7coordinator.

tiodr

1. .Determin4 the number of part-time and/or'fUll-time..teecher-.

coordinators required. :

um

A 2. Inform the teacher-training institutio ns and the state depart-
°lent of education of staffing needs.

1
3. 'Consider state reauirements and essential personal character-

istics when selecting a teacher '-coordinator.

a. -Does the candidate have the required professional.and
technical training for the particular program to be
installed?

b. Does the candidate heve a.record of work experience other
than in education?

' c.' Does thew candidate have a deep interest in youth?,
fr

d. DOes the candidate be in the program and the'need for
it in the 'school 'and/camm4nity?

,

7 1
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Will the candfhte be as a teacher
faculty Member by the.. students and faci;ty?

Will the candidate be respected by members of the
employment Community?

go Will the candidate bean active participant in school
inI community affairs?

and a

h.
-

J-
Is there ateacher available in;the,*tem, will an
outside person. be hired,?`

. .

" ' **
.

C. Through the counselin vices,'identi4 and enroll
would bevfit from'and be interested In the program

.

Vocational Education, 1972).Y.'-

or

4
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CHAPTER III

,______ .-

DISCOVERING RESOURCES FOR CAREER EDUMTON
- i

-e ..

Community-ba'Sed experience can be defined broadly as any,interaction be-
,.

,
tweet students and members of the community that provides studehts with insight

_

into existing and future oc ations. Past experience has shown that class-

room curriculum alone doep not prcAride students with. this insight. Students

Ae

'rare of en unaware o? the world of work and the relevahce their present eauca-
i

tion has to:their futures. ,Communiy-based experiences provide the opportuni-

ties fdi students to mix. 'real We" Activities and classroom,curricu)Fm.
.

r

Even the smallest community is full of resources (people, ptace0", and things) A

. that' can broaden the students" understanding of themselves, their parents,
.

. ..
school subject matter, and"the community'in geneAllit; -It it a function of

, -,...7.
..:

.

V

.,career education to broaden this sense of wareness-and present opportunities
-* ; . , ,e,

to explore and prepare for the working world. ,

I 1
.

,'---.1 --A-- - 4 'S
Careei?Oducotion needs to become more people -centered.'` tudents need to

v ,. qi AY. . .. , . . ,

. .1166 and dear fpr themselves what people o; not just whet pfoducts theykproduce
f

or the services they provide. They need to *know whypeople are working at a

particular job) }low they got into that work, whether they are happy and .0--not,

*hy hot. Then etUdents can ilcorporate what they *aye .seenAllnd heard with

their Owninterests and,get a feel'for the kinds-of things they might like to,
4P,

do. In order' to gain this kind of 'knowledge,. students must have contact with
... ,

'

.

. ;-
the working world. Commupity-based experiences don't mean Continual trips, to

.

41,.. . +,

visitIplaces.. They dorilteven have to. be class-organized activities. They

v, 4 ''
, . ,.,

_An'he the iidependent activity6of a single student interested in a oartitular
I*.

.

activity, pursuing it on hisVjier own, and sharinaditillitlythe'rest of the-
. . .

-

class. They canoe family experiences shared th the &Las's, racher experiences,

V
a ,

4

1
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shared with the dla4s, or just 'about anything that helps students to realize

,

that there is a world beyond the classroom and what that world is like.

,Community-based experiences usually take two.forms--those that ate or-

the imndependent choice of indivi-
.,

,ganiZed as class activities and those that are

dual students. Studekts generally do not seem

interested in and learn on their own is just (i

they are taught in school. TI-V is not acciden

of the classroom' as "the" legrnilicg place has be

. bilitips of community-based activities if that.

some experiences that they have helped to plan and organize, they will see the

67

t6 be aware that what they are

f not more) important than what

ta4. For too long the concept

en fostered. 'Ope'of theossi-

after students are involved in

community as a learning center and beg* to arranZge their own community -based.

.
.

activities in areas that are of interest to them:- Remember one thing: Qommunity-

. .

a /. ,

.

based experiences are not only a cooperative effort between the community and. 'A*s' .
,

411t

the school; they are a cooperative effort between the teacher and the students.
.

7 .

Activities that are planneeby the teacher alone genprally will not be as
.

$ . ' ,,,

'successful as those planned by both the 'teacher and students.'

Four types Ofcommunity-based experiences will be described:'

shadowing, field trips, And resoirc speakers. For the most part,
T /_')

all activities that-involve -the.teacher, a single student, a group
96

'the entire class, parents, and the community.'

Interviews

F .os

, *
. .

-N.. ,

+ravin4 students interview members of the community is a Verk good intro-
-

- -
. ,- .

. ,.
duction to the idea of 'the community as a caSsroom. Perhaps ;the best,JoYace,

0 ,
, ..k. 4

i
to start would be to )(ve students .inteKvi,ew their own parents.' is amazing

how few children really have any icina,:of what their parents jobs are. they may
. . > ..

.

.. .

..know tl-letitle of.the job or the place of employment, but they have very ,little
. .

- .

Y

interviews,

these are

of. student "

1.4116.

. I

4
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knowledge of what their parents actualiy do and why. If one of the parents

stays at home-to manage the house, that parent also should be interviewed--

of just as a matter of courtesy--there are many aspects of home management

--%
.tha parallel the world Of work on a smaller scale. Students would find out

not only what thtir parents do bat how they' about it, and the sharing
ti

be ween pareits and students would be goo for both.

ingure that the students are all asking the same kinds of questions. The

68

N\

Some type of standard interview farm canbe developed by the class. This

ents should be .encouraged to interview Air parents separat,e4y since they .

re now dealing with their parents as individual workers* The interviews can

-A.

shared with the "rest of the class,, and individual and class reactions can

be discussed. Students should evaluate how successful gnd interesting the
-

% c

Anterlijewing activity was, Perhaps it will lead to a decision td invite some,

. i
. ofthe parents to come to the class as a resource lipeaker. Following the inter-

.
.,.

viewing of parents, stUdentq may wish to interview other members off the community

who hold ilifferent.jobs or.even the same jobs their
par1

ents hold to seeow
i

other people'feel about the same job and why. I

$ hadowing

1

"Shalowing" is one of the Moir self-explanatory concepts in career educa=s

tion. It also is one of the most valuable experiences.a student can have. The

intimate, one-to-one aspe4 of a student/spending a day with a worker aqwork
\ r l' A

lookprovides,a first-hand look-at a
J
spedific job, The sAdowing experience can

.
,

preSdnt ithl.estiudent with the op rtunity to ,get a closer look at a job'n whic"

). A

he2she is -in enested
,.or

to st outside of any still, existing roles and find
Alt

.

.

x

?out *bout>jobS that previouSly have bteen'a taboo--a girl may decide to spend a

,

l

t

1
1/4.,

lw

- ,
416A
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day-with a mechanic and a boy with a dental hygiepist. But fewl boys or girls

will choose to shadow a worker in A non-traditional occupation unless the pro-

gram is handled in a manner that-makes it acceptable for them to'doNso.

qr

Designing a shadowing progrir is not difticult, but to be .successful it

must be an organized and cooperative venture among the teacher, students,

parents, and the community. Students should not be assigned to an area of

work in which they have no interest. There are, of court

69

limits, but on the

whOle the choice of the occupation to be shadowed should be the decision of

the student after lit/she has explored some areas of interest and basedupon the

414' availabi.e,opportunities within the community. /eachers and parents can provide

needed assistance by suggesting a broad range of occupations the student might

explore.

Contadt,,4,..,,withi the unity can be made in diff err t ways. ,pployer'S'

throughout the community (including government agencies, business, industry,

metchants* restalitants, hotels, other service-providing organizations, etc.)

can be surveyed as to their willihgness to have students visit their establish-

,/

ments and-Provide lists of, obs in which a &dent could, shadow a worker.
%.

V

Students code then chobse from'the4 list of available dpportunities. An alter-

native method micht see the strident exploring 'areas of his/her interest and

selecting an establishment to v*sit. The student should be encouraged to
.

select more than one establishment in case an opportunity is ndt available at

his/her first choice. The Lie40,0,ns of the students can beidombined and the
1

emplayerS contacted.

SAlection of a 4lay for the shadowing experience should be decided well in

adkr,Nice:' 'Depending upon class scN14les and scUede'reguiremeRts, one day c01 .

be chosen for all students to go into the community or several days may be

e ;
4

4

.0*

I

4

f.
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chosen St accommodate smaller groupt of students as well as the schedules of

the employers. An effort should be made to make the correct and desired

student- occupation atch even if it means an exception to the general rule.

Regardless of whe r students go.out on her same day, in ,small groups

on several days, or individually throughout the length of the term, the shadow-
41%.

ing experience should consist of a kill working day. The student will get a

much better feel'for a job if he/she observes all time requirements and ill

the possible occurrences of a day on the job. Shadowing is definitely a
,

learning experience, not merely a sight-seein4

4IP

Students must be prepared prior to the4hadowing day. The class can

develop a standard list -of questions to be answered as well as adding any of

their own choice. Below are some examples of questions that can be included

on the standard list.

1. Name of the company and the person contacted

2. Name of the job 'Shadowed

3. Daily,hourS of employment'.

4. How the person got into this type of work

5. Whether the worker likes the job

6. What the worker likes and dislikes about the job

7. Job requirOments

a. educatidnal I

b. special skills

c. minimum age

K

d, licensing pro lures

e. special at tudes or personality traits

I

J

<



8. Weekly work schedule

a. varied shifts

`b. overtime

9. Starting salary

a.. schedule and method of parent

b. .overtime payment

10.. Benefits

a. vacaOtOri

b. retirement plan

c. insurance plans

sick leave
. .

e. personal leave

f. educational assistance

.11. Promotional opportunities and methods

'"12. Is there a union

a. which one

amount of dues

. *
13. How to apply for, a job (bring back an application if possible)

71

Thete are only suggestions. The real list should be develbped by the class.

Specialiattention should be given to how the worker feels about working at this

job as compared to other jobs he/she may'have had. Interaction between students

and workers, especially this one-to-one setting, provides othe- student with

an opportunity to ask just as many quegtions about the why of working as the

1rwhat and.where. Alpo to be developed bythe class is.an eval tion form for

the shadowing experience. Again, a standard form will prove useful in recording

the studeni.sN reactions to different jobs, but ample space should be provided

a

78 AP'
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to record individual reactions to specific jobs. As important as the evalua-

tion of the experiences is the need to personally thank each place of dgployment

and the person shadowed. A specific, short term deadline sholhd be established

for each student to send a letter of appreciation.

Teachers planning to involve their classes in shadowing experiences should

be sure to check all regulations regarding clearance with the school administra--
4

tion, parental permission forms, liability, insurance, etc. When conducted

with foresight, shadowing presents students with a unique opportunity.

Field Trips

Field tripstrips use the community as a classroom. Where shadowing presents a

one-to-one interaction between a student and a worker; a field trip provides

a focuse& learning activity for an entire clags or a portion of the class--

students, teacher(s), and parents. Visiting a site and observing the various

jobs provide a,first=hand look/at an occupational area. The reactions and

observations of each. participant in the trip will be different asd can lead to

an indepth exploration of a particular field of work. The trip should focus on

the workers--their reasons for holding that job, what they like anddislike,

_ about the job--not only the products they produce. A field trip can be used
. /

as either... an introduction to a unit of study or as the culMinatiOn of sucha

unit. Whenever the trip is planned, it should be conducted in'a manner that -

will give added meaning and clarity to the classroom curiiculum. "Here too,.a

field trip is more than a class outing.

Planning is a must for the success of the field trip. A site must be

selected and a date chosen. Thii should definitely be a cooperative effort .

c.

students.between teacher and students. They can research possible sites,and decide if
,.. . .

.
, .

. .

the trip would be mere useful as an introduction to.an area of study pr as tile
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final chapter. A field trip that is totallyarranged by aliieacherwill be the.

teacher's field trip and not that of an entire class. The trip will be a

learning experience for all, and students should be involved as much'of;the

deciding, planning, and arranging as-possible.

Once the where and hen decisions have been attended to, there are admini-

strative requirements to meet. Teachers need to be aware of the particular

school's or school dis t's regulations. Generally, there are forms to

notify the administration about the puriposeof the trip, the place, date and

ift

time, length of' time spent away from school; and cost,and method of transpox-
'

tatio4. Depending upon the location of the trip and the policy of the schoold

district, school buses may be used, parents enlisted to drive groups of students,

ora bus chartered. Insurance and liability covtrage is a definite consideration

for any means of transportati n.. Also,, parental permission forms must be

46 L.
signed and kept on file. It is important that ali aamknistrative details be-.

settled before the fie trip issconducted. k

or

t

Now that duty h s been served-and,permission received, the field trip

site can,be contac ed and arrangements finalized. It is an excellent idea for

the teacher and / .r a student committee to make a pre-field trip 1.7is ko the

Site. The.Class can prepare in advice a list of questions to be answe d.

This will'acquaint the site guide with the. students' interest The guide can

r
answer these questions in the normal course of thegtour, and thus allonwmore

me for the students' on-the-spot questions.. This list of questions can be

similar to the questions provided in the section on shadowing, but-it should

be broadenecikto cover the requirements, benefits% etc. of an entire organiza-
lhp .

.
.

tion as opposed to a specific jct. ,Encourage the guide to present a total
,

.

* \
c- pictureAr the "organization and, not just the adNia tages.

.

. . . ,

it I

'60
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4 )
,Class preparatin for the Meld trio is essential for"the success of the

%

I
learning experience.; Students should do as much research as possi,ble on the

ard.fea of study as wet as the field 'trip site.- =The class Should develop objec-
,

tiVes for'the trip 41d discuss.expectations. 'After -the trip, the class can

detide if these.werefmet. The arrangements for the:trip, including date and

, ,

time, shduld be thorbughly discussed and students made aware of any possible
.

0 -

rules of safety`-or regulations otsthe site to:be Visited. Ground rules should
,v-

, ... '
f 4 _

be discussed and set for the trip with respect to conduct. . Students,can be
\

assigned special taSks such as taking photographs, making tape recordings, etc.'

These preparations. Should be made ell in advance so that the trip will run,

I . tmoothly. Try to keep the trp fun)

At the field trip site, move in small groups whenever possible, If more

.
than one guide.is available, divide the group and go in different directioris. '

4 -1 - \.. ,.
Smaller groups will allow for better student'observations and questions. Per=

) .

hags 'as part of the..class preparation) notebook' can be developed. Stich booklets
- ,

could contain the agenda for the ,ttip,.objectives and expectations, points of

interest at the field ,trip site', and

t*

space for notetaking during the tour.
,

-

10 ,.

!, .

.

Followup and evalgation of the 'trip will round out the field trip experience.

.

Seteral new areas of interest may emerge that are relevant to the course of
.

e,

" 40 "-11

study. Studentlb need the chanceto discuss their reactions anddecide i? the

trip met with their Objectives and expectations. If tht trip occurs at the

beginning of a unit of study, thestudenIS'. experiences c4n.heIp the teachWi°
,

decide how to Approach the-unit. If the trip occurs at the end of a -unit; it
. .

.
.

v
c- an serve at a summation

.

and point to n wt irections for exploration.. A Student

evaluation fo cwith sufficient space for individual comments, reactions, and

suggestions-wi provide insight As to the trip's success. An evaluation form 41'

.

0 - %

\
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- "... `

can also be designed.fOr the field trip guide. His/h e reactions to the students,
._

. r
.

.

their questions, the amount and type of information he/she feels the students

...
.

received, and his/her reactions, to the value of the visit.

; 0
.

The organization visitedshould be sent letters of appreciation, both from

the class a a whole and the, teacher. Any projects which the students develop

As a result of the_O. trip can be seht tothe organization fdepossible display.

Not _only will such displays provide the organization with pu ic relation?

materials, but the workers at the site will get as much e oyment from seeing

thet as the students got from doing them.

Community Resource Speak

The fins fotm of community-based experiences'to-be diascuSsed'is'theuse

.
of community resource smpakers. peaause career education takes oyr-more mean-

\

ing awl relevance when students are,in contact.with actual. Workers,' resource

speakers Should become an integral part of career education.programs.. As w h

4
all community-based a ctivities, ipffipient plannin4 is importaht.to the success

of the learning experience. .

4 Teachers may wonder just how often,to use a resource speaker. Or thermay

wonder that with time given to shadowing experiences, field trips, and resourde

speakers there will be no time left for teaching. But the use of these,.

411
_

different activities is teaching. I is students learning on their own or from

someone other than the classroom teacher in areas that. are of specific interest

to them. These experiences brihg the subject fields ofniath, science, history,
.

-language arts, music, physical education, etc. to life and actually demonstrate

to the Student the need for knowledge in these ai pas. ,..Therefore, resource

Speakers should, be used as often as is necessary to help Arify a field of
7

study, make it more,relevant, or add a freslcapproach to 41e usual subject

82
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auk.
4 e

matter. Student contact with. workeie in the community will reinforce the ideas
6

that education and the development Of ski4ls is important for every job as

well as acquaint studenti'with whate'de strtcture 6f work is like d whati^
it"

workers feel is good about it and what needs tb be changed.

4

Resource speakels.will need to be identified and24ilterally no one Should
.11.

be..overlogltr. 'Again/ co oprati-sa-hetween'therteacher dnd students is a must.
:it .

,
.

The imaginationof the' students shoul4 be stirred so that they will, see that
\ ..

everyone with whbrethey come into contact is a potential resource speaker.
'.'

.

Survey formYcanobe desigfied and'sentlto.parents or based on the inteNriews the
..

. , 4students conducted wit their paren'h, the class may wish to invite some of
wigi

't
9 ) c. ,

9

tat 14.

' them with-out coi4ducting a'survey. All of the workers that'provide'serioes to

,

.
;

the. school and whom the s4,dents see'everyday can be ,cons ideir e d . .' Frien.dd of
. ,

. ' --
.. .

the students 'or their families, friends of the teacher, workers at the local,,,`44
...

. ,

.

4 , ., 4
'bank, f4tories, businesses, government\4gencies, utility comanies television

(- ,% p
, . ,

4

.

and radiO stations',. all of these can provide potential resource speakers. The'
-

0., .

,list it endless. A good example might be a telephone operator--students-speak
-',,

1

., , v
with telephone operators ali of thewtime, but the ever see each other. And.

. it
'' s 4..,

by all7means, do not forget senior citizens. 'The can offer students a per7
,..

A '), I 0 4 Si 4.'04

,spective on workingTErom job entry through retirement. The /Students
.

can offer ;

them the chance to be active. Perhaps at the beginning of the ,terns the class
4.6. > .. .

.

,..i- calcirtablishla tentative likt of Speakers, Asl,nterests deep 4 or changey
-1 4. .

',.

, *-

the list can-be revised. Alwa9Ps be sure t o allow for change and9Spontaneity
..-- is ,

,p

in the choice of'speakerk ,
f

47

. r.
Ai,After speakers. have .beef dentified, the class should `decide jiist what >,

/
. C

...., 4 ,
*.' . . .

it would like to know-- A list of quesD9ons concerning the kindo work, the
'-

..,
,

.

reason for'vr6eking, the, amount of satisfactiop, likes and dislikes; benefits,

-111;

A .
d-^^,

Ibli'ors, skills and education.requireft,tc. should be devetoped.',This.list can. 404. 4 -

;.
111

4,4
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be given, to the speaker in advance as a preparation. The teacher or a group

of students may'wish to meet with the speaker in advance. The speaker should

. , '

'be encouragt to give a total picture cf As/her job. This shotld include how
-

4
he/she feelS about'ithe, kind of

. .resons why they may sta

wok, they do,
.4ye

jay Aliffen they

the advantages and disadva

the place were they work, the
- I

would rather do something else,

they-encounter. In they words,. the worker

*+

77,

shOUld not merely describe the place where he/she work or tieprOducteprd-
a s : .,

i ) . c.
e i b

, duped oservices. .It should be approached from a-personal "people oriented"

A 0 *point 'of view. The speaker should Irkng along any type of .tools or clotVng

,

.
-44" 0

that are'necessary for the job. Okis'includes not only the obvious things such
4 ,t

/
.

-..

as welding masks or.engrfver's tools but employm2nt forms for someone working
. l

in a personnel de!kartmene or sample ledgers used by:bookkeeperS:, 4.-

In order to be of,maximum benefit to the students, gasses phould.not be

combined. Dealing *ith a large mumberlof students will turn what,sho an

intimate'conversation about tge job into. a speech. That must be-avoi d. The
3

resourc,eteaker must understand thatonly.,,half of his/her timeisto be given

to describing the job 'and his/Aer feelings; about it. The rest ot th4 time
1

should be devote& to questions that students have., The experienCe should be
1 4 A, :

very much ,an interaction between,the speaker and the students, wit the teachey

taking a passive-role.

, Folloigup, evaluitio ao `lexpressibn of appreciation ato important.
,:-' ' c . -.'w

The use of a-resource speaker may a. very mUch_like,theA.use of
I

field trips.
. 0

v
g

-
'r ' (

f. ,
N

He/she may help to ip4opce an area Of_study, bring it to a close, of'clarify

4
it along the way. Listening to such a speaker will give both th e teacher and

.

.

a
1 '

students new ideas for redirecting the area of study, br ng oul into new

areas, or reexaminidng what has been learned. the students can develop an
411r

4
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evaluation form to rate the different speakers and the speakers can rate the .

fi

students as well. At the end of a term, all of the speakers can be compared
4

and decisions made about which ones were the most interegtind, useful, and,

, helpful and 4dly.4"Ine.students should also develop a letter' of appreciation

to be sent to"each resource speaker.

Many schools are now building-resource files in.connection with career
'i

/ ation programs. Resource speakers who were considered helpful should be

add to the file. However, a particular individual shouldnot be overtaxed.
4

There is a broad range of both occupations and individuals who can provide
,--

( .
insig t

,
help to students as they explore the world of careers.

, ..,..,

A,
. .

. .

-.G44IDEL4NES FOR-THE-SELECTION-QF-CAREER EDUCATIQN 4ATERIALS--
'...

The most important ;dint to remember in selecting'Cayer education meter-

4*
"1

...,_
ials is that these materials will have a major effect on'the students. They

are t.4 ultimate consumers.. Whether the material have positive or negative

efActs, orie,thing IS certain: tie effects will be far- reaching and influence

thestudents''attitudes tbwail themselves, Other people, education, sand fhe
: ,

world of Work. Selecting the "right" materials .,.or,career education or

is important.
. 3

The process of sAecting materials varies from school.to school or district

to district: Alministrators generally are conc(rned with`selecting materials
re

that Will suit'aan entire career, education prow which encompasSes several
110'

grade lev els. Individual teachers are concerned. with "selecting materials fot

a particular class. Teachers usually are onsulted in,the selection process,

but'somttimes they are not. Whether the rocess is one -of cooperation between

-administrators and teach'ers hor, an independent activity of either group; certain
111

precautions must be takft to insure that the materials have the proper ;'fit.'
0

W p 4,

ill

.0'
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..This section presents some guidelines hhd ohecklists'to assist both administra-

tors and teachers in the selection dr Career education materials and re hints

k 79

4

.

-4" 'for 'teachers on hoer to handle materials..that are biased.

i, two most necessary considerations illfthe'telection process are the

ag.ffopriateness of t e materials with respect
*
to'the students.who will use

.them and',ihe e ce of bias towards individuals air groups with respect to

Sib:face, , ago., or exceptionality. There are other factors that will need to

be'cansidered, such, as the lifespan of the materials'(w41 they become out-
.

-

dated in a short period of time) and the financial aspects (is the costof the

materials within the b , but the overriding concerns should be appro-.

priateness and lack of bias.

Career education materials are appropriatelothen-thty. match the needs of

6
the students. Seve1 criteria cans applied, gage the effect the materials

.

wr11 have on students: Cl) does.the age and developmental'level,of.the

students correspond to the intended ageand developmental level of the materials,

.IV ., * . .

_

(2), does the i:cmtent of the materials xeflect theplantrad goals and objectives
! I- -

,---- = ,11

. of_the cares education program or of-a particular class, (3) are the materials
1* ,,

' . , ,.1 ..
, 'E'

dated or is the information current and, tbiexefore,,more useful and intetesting
,, ,

. . .

0 4 ,
,

,44

to the.,students, -(41/ is the informatiOn provided accurate and thorough in its' , .- ,J. ..,

'.. presentation, and (5) what,is the fOrmat of the chosen materials, is there a,

1

" ? , . ,

suificient'mix of printeand audioviStal materials. , Ilk,
I

...

.
.

...

. . .Materials th.t do not match the developmental level of the studentS.will ," - '

be boring; either they Will ji,e too advaiced or too Simplistic. ilfh materials
. V

will'not appeal to the students and will be Affective: Goals and objectives
.

. -...0
_ for an entire career educet#On program, or an individual class are decidirin

. .

. , -..
$ ,

% --,..
.advance, and these goals can serr as a guide in the-gelect h. of the content,

1

6

'
.44

. )
I

r,

1
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.3

and format of,the 'materials. Printed'texts ar
,

.

slfdes, filmstrips, tape, and other'audiovisu
. ,

portan,t, gut the use of

ofie are more efficient

and effective methods of demonstrating a point and stimulating the interest',

of the students. RegardletS of the format, if the materials do not *accurately. *,

p ,

and thoroughly treat a topic, they will be misleading to the students and defeat

the objectives of.the pro4ram. Below is a ,checklist that will be helpful in

judging the appropriateness of the match baleen materials and the students.'

"% 1. ',Are the materEbls appropriate to the Age of the studehts? .

2. Are the materials apprbpriate to the developmental, level of the stu-..
dents? '

3. Is the content,cif the materials accurate?

,4. Is the coverage the top th ugh? 4'

. 5. Is the content of the materials cufrent or dated?
a

6.'lW. the matert.6ts-Tpearl-to the students interests?

lf
r---"--

7. Does' the content - planned goals and' objectives?

8. What is the forma
1 ,

the Materials?

9. Are the graphics attractive?

, t -

.* .

10.. Is the language unclutteredevlear, and appropriate to the students
'understandi4g?'

A
,

.

11. Is there a mix between printed materials and audiovisual

12. What will thelife4an OT the materials be?

13. What is the lost of the materials?
, )

14. What will be li: advantages and disadvantagesuof usingthese materials?
. ..P,

15. What types of equipment will be necessary,for use with these ma-
,10 . terials?

16. Are'the materials designed for use by individual students, groups
of students, or both? ..

A . .. .
. , -

17. Are the materialmmidestgA fo kg usecreasily y the students?
. _ I,

71
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or

: . .'
ef18. Are the suggested teaching techniques clearly identified and ined?

19. Are there evaluationmaterials or 'Methods included in the materials?

20. Is there evidence that the materials have been used successfully
elsewhere? 6 .

4

Equally as important as the appropriateness of 41- materiOis the

,. .

presence of bias. Biases of one,sort Or another would seem to be easily de-
. 4

,Ow *. .9,__,,,r ,
.

tected; but.aey can Avery sub Wien such tubtletie'i go undetected, they
,

ian influence the att'itud'es o the students.. Materials should be checked
.

thoroughly for'the presence of.stereotypic behavior for any individual or group

as Portrayed in either language or graphics. IndiCators include: (1) racial

minorities presented in lower payiEgYstatuS, and respopsibilityoccupations,

(2) vies and females represented in comm& "leader7helper," "strongsr-
.

weaker," "competent-incompetent"'roles, (3) representation of only-the physiCally

handicapped and then only in itolated and helpless roles, and (4) representation
8'

of o peopleilh helpless, incapable, or ineffectve.
4

t mayseem that the examination of materials for bias has been Part.eci/
/-

too far.. A simple 10- minute film or a 50,7pape,student guide could not possibly
, .

A

'contain that many biases, but they can. Materials are

1. i

and people'suffer'from theeffects.of,bias. Nomatter.hoW unArare the deve-
41 -, e

/ $
loper may be of .his /her biases, they. have a,way of ;creeping ip: It s not,o

)

11 developed by people,
i

gugg'bsted thatjulterifflls be examined.to'see that. All former Tole' are'

versed, but that.all individuals andgroups bAktreated as having worth, uniqup-.
,

.. IF

and capabilities and,not-tFea some'Naas more, worthy than others, Therefore,
4

At thempuyer beware- -not only 'of the devsloper'skitas bueof,his/heiv own:

Foing is a CheCkiiskthat wi.14 be useful in gaging the presence.of.

bias in materialS

r-

4..

rs,
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, 0

1. What e ,Irpili biases and, hiw will they effect. your evaluation .of
the materials? .

,

4.
...It-

1,
,

;
,

. ; -4,.
.

2. Do the materials contain languoe that is racist or biased against,

4

ethnic groups? 0k.

4 1

3. Are race* or ethnic groups'presented in stereotypic rolei or occupa-
tione:,.menial or serving tasks, or as incompetent or confused?.

.

4. Do the graphics sup%oritheideas Presented in 3 above?

5.,, Do the graphics present thecurrent:styles of dress of races and,
_ethnic grouts? . .

4,

1
6. How is the langdage and.behavior'of races and ethnic gioufs halldledn-

are there'any indications of inadecuacY?
.

7. Hqw'are older peopl& depicted--are they colipetent or helpless?

8. Do the materials represent' people who Are exceptional?-
*

4

9__Are people with exceptionalities limited to the physically handi-v.
capped?, . I.

=10. 06 the m aterials inciude,s h exceptionalities as giftedness, bp-
havioral problems, hearing airments,'learning disabilities,
mental retardation, multiple handicaps, neu;ologica7. problems,

,physical handicaps, and Serious emotional problems?

.

Hip are people with exceptionalities depicted--as active and involved
with others dr isolated and helpless?

.44
. .

.

. 12. Do the materiars.represent any form of tokenism with reipett td
age, race, sex, or exceptionality?

opool
Ai '

14 Are the. mateljals'fre'e fr slue juci nt
with respect:to all indiv als,Ane groups?

Y
k y

1

O 14. Is the worth'and.uniqueness of all 'people emphasize rather than the
, differences' that exist? -.0,, .

in.J.pguag anegrathies

There will be 'times when materiathat are al4eady i#e will' be dlscoverfd

to contain bias. Such alisgpvery, either by the teacher Or the students, should,

not be ignored. the class should discuss itslfxisteale and possible effects'

44

on leerning: It is through awareness and understanding that bias wi 1 disappear.

6 "

Wing from its existence will have negrtiveeffects on the students', attitudes .

toward themseCeir others( education,and wckk.

_

A

, a
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